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Executive Summary
Properties such as nutrients, DNA, pH levels, and primary productivity are difficult to
measure onboard an Underwater Remotely Operated Vehicle (UROV) as mobile submarine
sensors are highly expensive and conventional water capture devices are too large to be
equipped. However, these properties provide an integral view into our oceans, the species that
inhabit them, and our influence on the environment. Collected samples of seawater taken back to
labs allow researchers to see a clearer picture of ecosystems’ inhabitants and lifecycle with the
analysis of Environmental DNA (eDNA) among many other properties. The scope of this project
is to design a small, neutrally buoyant device that can interface with Marine Applied Research &
Exploration (MARE) group’s underwater remotely operated vehicles, Beagle and BATFish, to
collect seawater at target locations of depths down to 1000 feet.
This document details initial research performed to address this challenge, the benchmarks
assessing success in this endeavor, and an affirmed project scope. From these, project
requirements and project timeline were developed. The design process we used to arrive at our
final design choice along with justification and validation for our design is also detailed in this
document. This document also details the manufacturing, testing results, safety documentation,
and recommendations to improve our design in the future.
In summary, a device was designed and manufactured which uses a pump, a valve, and an
IV bag system to collect seawater at depth. These materials were researched for their
environment and purchased to successfully complete the mission requirements.
We thank both Dirk Rosen of the MARE group for sponsoring this project, as well as the
donors of the CPConnect fund, for supporting our project monetarily. Without their generous
donations, this project would not be possible, nor have nearly as prosperous outcomes. Thank
you to all others who donated their time, advice, and insight into a project full of complexity.
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1 Introduction
The Marine Applied Research and Exploration (MARE) group and its partners, including
the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) and the National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), are seeking to better understand our oceans and the
species that inhabit them by developing a database of water samples. MARE group, led by Dirk
Rosen, has underwater remotely operated underwater vehicles (UROVs) that are capable of these
cataloguing expeditions. Two of these UROVs are known as the BATFish and Beagle. The
BATFish is a lightweight, towed, highly portable, sensor vehicle that is capable of 100-meter
depths. The Beagle is also equipped with many sensors and is capable of 1000-meter depths.
MARE has arranged for us to design a water collector with which seawater samples may
be taken from designated locations and sent to a lab for analysis. This document serves to detail
the results of this project, including relevant products, materials research, engineering
specifications and the timeline for the project. The design process we used to arrive at our
primary design choice along with justification for our design is also detailed in this document.
This Final Design Review provides a thorough description of our detailed design including the
manufacturing plan, assembly plan, closer look at each sub-assembly, testing, analysis, cost
breakdown, safety plan, and an updated timeline. A glossary of acronyms can be found in
Appendix O.

2 Background
From our combined research, and through our interviews with Mr. Rosen, we have
discovered an important purpose for water sampling in deep marine environments: samples from
key target locations can provide scientific researchers with eDNA, a form of biological marker,
provided the sample is pure and cared for well. eDNA is specific enough to currently tell
researchers the different organisms that may have been present in varying environments, from
algal density to the passage of sharks and whales through a given volume of water. While
researching products in use today or in the past, we discovered that most of the currently existing
devices focus on spring-actuated release mechanisms or suction and the chambers are
predominately rigid, closed bodies. Devices featuring valves or magnets were notably not found
during our research. For our Critical Design Review, we researched critical parts of our final
design to provide a structural prototype as a proof of concept. For the container, we researched
IV bags and blood bags. For the valve, we researched several types of solenoid valves. For the
pump, we researched thrusters, centrifugal pumps, peristaltic pumps, and solenoid pumps. This
document describes our detailed design.

2.1 Interview with Sponsors
To better understand the scope of the project, a meeting was conducted on February 2nd
with our sponsor, Mr. Rosen, the executive director of MARE. He says that only 5% of our
oceans have been explored and most of that is only to scuba depths. Our oceans are changing
rapidly due to climate change, pollution, sewage, etc. MARE’s goal is to understand these
changes now in order to avert them in the future. He believes in basing management of policy for
9

ocean conservation on a sound foundation of science. The current problem he has encountered
involves developing the technologies MARE needs to gather the information, so it can be
analyzed by scientists and used effectively. Mr. Rosen has emphasized the need for a seawater
collector to attach to the UROV. By attaching a seawater collector to the UROV, physical
samples may be brought back up to the surface and used to document eDNA and verify results of
Marine Protected Areas.
Mr. Rosen identified potential sources of information for our senior project: Meredith
Everett, Rick Botman, and Natasha Benjamin. Meredith Everett is a marine biologist at NOAA
and works closely with MARE. Rick Botman is the operations engineer and electrical
engineering lead at MARE. Natasha Benjamin is the policy and conservation manager at MARE.
Mr. Rosen described the needs that our design must meet. This includes supporting a 0.5liter water sample capacity. The entire device must be as small as possible and not block other
UROV equipment, such as the thrusters and cameras. The device should be made of largely
noncorrosive, lightweight materials. A neutrally buoyant device is preferred; however, it is more
important to the sponsor that the device can handle the 900-psi pressure at maximum operational
depth. The device should be designed to minimize internal contamination to maintain the
integrity of the sample. Thus, it needs to be cleaned in a reasonable amount of time, without
damaging the device. The collector should be low cost. The design must be compatible with the
Beagle and BATFish, both mechanically and electrically.
During our February 2nd interview with Mr. Rosen, we discussed our device placement.
There are open spaces on the sides of the Beagle and near the tail of the BATFish. The device
cannot interfere with the main thrusters used to propel the UROV to minimize the potential for
failure during testing; however, small thrusters not responsible for UROV propulsion may be
used for water collection. The device cannot interfere with any of the on-board sensors, primarily
those located in the front of the Beagle.
After meeting with Mr. Rosen on February 22nd, we sized the Beagle and BATFish.
Critical dimensions relevant to our design can be seen from Figure 1 to Figure 5 on the following
pages. We discovered scratches and scrapes on the UROVs indicating potential hazards in the
ocean, boat deck, and handling; our device must be durable enough to withstand these types of
conditions. In addition, we must protect the sample as it is being delivered to the off-site science
laboratory.
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Figure 5 – BATFish Top View

In order to interface electrically with MARE’s UROVs, Mr. Rosen informed us that we
must use specific electrical connectors and must specify the number of pins for the connectors.
These electrical connectors are distributed by SubConn and manufactured by Ocean Ovations.
Mr. Rosen explained that the connector material is brass. If our electronics box is metal, he
suggested we use a plastic washer to interface the connector and electronics box to minimize
Galvanic corrosion. The connectors, once tested, are to be returned to MARE for permanent
installation onto their UROV. Lastly, Mr. Rosen mentioned he expects to be conducting
expeditions in Morro Bay in August, a time which would allow for a practical assessment of our
prototype and an opportunity for refinement if need be during the fall.
Since the Preliminary Design Review, we interviewed Rick Botman, MARE electrical
technician, on April 14th. We discussed our chosen design’s feasibility. He provided valuable
insights into the use of electronics on UROVs. We briefly discussed the pressure chamber test
requirements and the connector interface.
After our Critical Design Review presentation on May 26th, we had an opportunity to
interview a Research and Development engineer at Terumo Corporation named Andrew. We
brainstormed an IV bag manufacturing plan. Andrew sent us samples on June 1st that we can use
to test our device.

2.2 Materials for Underwater Usage
Tadahiro Hyakudome published a report on Autonomous Underwater Vehicles, detailing
the types of metals that are good for underwater usage. Aluminum alloy, Titanium alloy and
High Tensile Strength Steel are typical for underwater pressure vehicles. Aluminum is light, high
strength material with a reasonable cost, but surface treatment is necessary to use it in the ocean.
Aluminum 5000 series has the best corrosion resistance. Titanium alloy does not need surface
treatment even if used in the ocean, and it has high yield strength; however, it is expensive. Use
of an insulator or a sacrificial electrode can be attached to metal contact surfaces to prevent
corrosion.
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Polypropylene is a commonly used plastic on UROVs due to its slight positive buoyancy,
significant resistance to both saline corrosion, and rock destruction, as well as being highly
insulated electrically.
Marine Grease is another material we may use for our connectors. Its high conductivity
and viscosity, with reduced corrosivity, makes it a premier material for extending the life of our
underwater electronics.

2.3 Teflon Sampler for Ultra-Trace Metal Analysis
Peter Freimann et al. investigated a Teflon sampler for ultra-trace metal analysis. Each
sample stores roughly 500 mL and is rated for a maximum depth of 100 meters. The release
mechanism is a lever that actuates a stainless-steel piston, releasing tubes which erect from their
own elasticity, filling the chamber with seawater. Nitric acid is used to clean the interior
chamber.

2.4 Environmental Sample Processor
Marine Advanced Technical Education (MATE) runs a competition each year for schools
and universities around the country. In 2016 and 2017, over 20 schools competed in a mission to
build water samplers. The mission manual also referenced NOAA’s Environmental Sample
Processor (ESP), shown in Figure 6, which seems to be an anchorable device capable of onsite
collection, albeit not able to be moved easily. The ESP can spend up to 30 days underwater and
can sample cyclically or in response to environmental triggers. It can take many samples and
injects a product called RNALater™ to preserve samples.

Figure 6 – Environmental Sample Processor (ESP), (Monterey Bay Research Aquarium)

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories produced a mobile micro-fluidic block in
collaboration with the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) for performing
DNA/RNA analysis in situ at depths up to 1800 meters. Collection can be done via pucks, shown
in Figure 7 below. Doug Partlett and Scott Jenson are two engineers who work on the third
generation of this project for MBARI. They stated that, “the initial goal of the 3G ESP has
always been to mount it on an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV); giving this ecogenomic
14

sensor mobility will be a transformative event in oceanography, as sampling events are no longer
locked in one location, sampling water that happens to drift past”. This statement further
exemplifies the purpose of our device and its ability to collect specifically targeted sample of
water.

Figure 7 – ESP puck collection devices, (Monterey Bay Research Aquarium)

2.5 Spring-Piston Sampler
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) published a report on
MBARI’s rapid 2-liter water sampler, shown in Figure 8. These samplers are pressure rated to
1500 meters. The samplers are composed of a transparent sampler body in order to view
plankton and bioluminescence before exposure to atmosphere. The sampler uses a spring-piston
to act as a syringe, a quad O-ring and a diaphragm. The diaphragm is a low durometer silicon
rubber and maintains pressure during ascents and dives, preventing seawater at depth from being
forced into the sampler.

Figure 8 – MBARI spring-piston assembly with diaphragm, (Bird)

Additionally, the IEEE report states their model was tested for salinity of samples against
samples obtained by a Niskin Bottle. This test was used as another means of verifying there is no
15

leakage. There is no specification in their report on how they clean the interior of their device nor
is there a description on the ease or difficulty of cleaning the device after runs. The current
design is too large for MARE’s UROV and the electrical system is not capable of interfacing
with MARE’s UROV, either.

2.6 Niskin-Bottles (Manual and Electric)
Niskin bottles are essentially elongated PVC tubes that use a spring-loaded, cableretained triggering mechanism to capture a water sample at a desired depth. Manual Niskin
bottles require a weight to be dropped down a cord in order to activate the release mechanism.
Electric Niskins are actuated by an electrical signal and the smallest size costs roughly $500 per
unit. These are shown in Figure 9. Our research shows that Niskin bottles may have the
capability to reach the desired 350-meter requirement; although, no exact number has been
found, nor has a standard wall thickness for the Niskin bottles been specified.

Figure 9 – Manually operated Niskin bottle and an electronic Niskin bottle, (CalCOFI)

2.7 Cellula UROV Suction Sampler
The Cellula UROV suction sampler, in Figure 10 below, traps seawater in 2-liter cups
with a user selected filter size. Once sampling is finished, the cup is rotated out of the water flow
and sealed for subsequent analysis. It is assumed that the seal occurs by contact interference
between the sample orifice face and the carousel frame.

Figure 10 – Cellula sampling cups exploded view, (Cellula Robotics)
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The Cellula UROV Suction sampler in Figure 11 requires two hydraulic valves from the
UROV to power a centrifugal water pump. This pump pulls water through a sample hose and
into a two-liter sample cup. Hydraulics rotates the carousel, sealing the previous cup and opening
the next cup ready for sampling. The entire device is too large for our needs, measuring 3x2x1.5
feet, but it is capable of a maximum depth of 3500 meters. Our research has not confirmed
whether this device, once the samples are sealed, has issues due to the UROV flight path as
mentioned by the MBARI research paper for its piston-spring device.

Figure 11 – Cellula Suction Sampler rendering, (Cellula Robotics)

2.8 Antarctic Limnology Sampler
Instead of focusing on storing a sample directly, the Limnology Sampler in Figure 12
pumps a sample through a 1-cm vacuum tube straight to the surface. Nylon spacers separate two
1-inch thick acrylic plates. The acrylic and nylon design provide a structure that is made entirely
of non-corrosive and non-reactive materials, and the device itself features no moving parts. This
sampler cannot be used as it is limited to 50 meters.

Figure 12 – Antarctic Limnology Sampler, (Sattley)
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2.9 Patents
The patents we found during our research revolved around a rigid container with various
ways of opening and closing an orifice to allow for the collection of seawater which mimicked
journal and research articles. A list of these patents can be seen on the next page in Table 1.
Table 1 – List of Relevant Patents
Patent Name
Water sampler
device

Patent
US3489012A

Author
Shale J
Niskin

Patent Holder
As the holder is lowered an electrical tripping
mechanism releases a lanyard at the desired depth,
permitting the plugs to seal the ends of the bottle
and trapping the water contained therein.
Sea sampler
US2314372A Athelstan F A predetermined pressure releases latches and
Spilhaus
takes a sample
Marine
US2391978A
Kahl
The bottles are arranged to be open in their
sampling bottle
Joseph
original inclined position and to be closed by the
rotation of the bottles when the upper ends of the
same are released.
Water sampling US3339417A
Joseph D The assembly, including a watertight control
apparatus
Richard
housing, is lowered into the water on a wire with
the sampling bottles latched in the open position.
Signals from above the surface are received with
in the control housing where they trigger the
sequential closure of the sampling bottles.
Water sampler US3531995A Charles L At a selected depth, disks at opposite ends of the
for deep
Barker
rod are moved into the cylinder first, for expelling
submergence
the contents of the cylinder and second, for
vehicles
immediately closing the ends of the cylinder to
trap a fresh uncontaminated sample of water
These patents we found showed us that things such as Niskin bottles are the primary
choice for collecting water columns. Almost every design we have seen from these patents
features a rigid container that is used to store the sample but we found their ideas on how to get
the water into those rigid containers to be useful thought experiments and steps forward in our
design process as they were focused on using the pressure or rotation to set off a switch that
opened or closed a lid or turned on or off an actuator.

3 Objectives
3.1 Problem Statement
MARE possesses underwater vehicles with sensor arrays capable of cataloguing and
characterizing many aspects of the ocean and its ecosystem. However, they are unable to analyze
Environmental DNA (eDNA) with their sensors and commercially available devices for pure
18

seawater collection are either not compatible with their vehicles, its maneuvering, or its depth
requirements. MARE has vehicles capable of reaching depths of 1000 feet and wants a pure
seawater collector that can reach this depth, be easily cleaned, and is both small enough and
electrically designed to easily interface with their underwater vehicles, Beagle and BATFish.

3.2 Boundary Diagram

Figure 13 – Boundary Diagram

The boundary diagram above in Figure 13 illustrates the scope our team has set for the
project and demonstrates the specific goals we would like to achieve. The boundary is drawn
around items that our team has control of in the project and requirements for them are indicated
next to the water sampler sketch; everything outside the boundary is an uncontrollable variable.
We do not control installation onto the UROV, the vessel, nor any analysis methods.

3.3 Quality Function Deployment
We used Quality Function Deployment (QFD) to properly define the problem. The chart
for our QFD process is found in Appendix A. The chart contains sections for who, now, what,
how, and how much, and is used to detail the correlation between them all. In the “who” section
we listed our primary customer, the end user of the water samples, government agencies such as
NOAA that may be interested in the product and those who maintain the UROV. The “what”
section, determined after our interview with the customer, described the needs for the product as
the customer sees them. When comparing the “how” and “what” sections, each need was
assigned a priority based on how much the different consumers would value it. The relative
importance of each “what” to each “who” is shown as a relative weight percentage. The “now”
section contains competitive products, such as the Niskin Bottle or MBARI’s piston-syringe
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cylinder. Each product was checked against the customer needs. The “how” section showed
quantifiable, testable specifications that can be used to check how well the product meets the
customer needs. The “how much” section provides a target quantity for each “how”
specification.
To better navigate the chart in Appendix A, note that the “who” section is furthest left
and is immediately followed to the right by the “how” section. Along the top center of the chart
is the “what” section and at the bottom of the chart is the “how much” section. The “now”
section can be seen to the far right of the chart.
The “how” and “how much” from the QFD is used to provide quantifiable engineering
specifications table, shown in Table 2. Each of the specifications shown below has a target
assigned to them that we will strive to meet with our final design. Each specification has a
tolerance, risk, and compliance associated with them. The tolerance is the range of deviation
from the nominal target deemed acceptable in the final design. Those with a “-” tolerance
indicate that we will abide by a code or must meet a pass or fail criteria. The associated risk is
the evaluation of how difficult it will be to meet these targets, “H” being the most difficult and
“L” being the least difficult. Lastly, compliance identifies how we will verify we met our
specified target and tolerance. These compliance methods may be “A” - Analysis, “T” - Testing,
“I” - Inspection, or by “S” - Similarity with an existing design. A breakdown of each
specification is found after the table, referencing the requirement number and its title.
Table 2 – Engineering Specifications Table
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6

Specification
Leakage
Size
Reliability
Cost
Contamination
Electrical Load

7
8
9
10
11
12

Electrical Interface
Payload Volume
Buoyancy
Pressure Capability
Impact Resistance
Cleanability

Target
IP68
Fits on UROV
10 of 10 runs successful
$400
50 PPM
24 Volts
4 Amp
Pass/Fail
0.5 L
Neutral
1000 psi
IK10
10 min

Tol
Max
Max
Max
Max
Max
+-0.1L
+1lb
Min
Min

Risk
M
H
M
M
H
L

Compliance
A, T, I
A, I
T
A
T
A, T

L
L
L
M
L
L

A, I
A, T
A, T
A, T
A, T, I
T, S

Specification Descriptions:
1. Leakage – Our device will likely feature electronic equipment and requires a clean internal
chamber to collect pure seawater samples. As a result, we will be following the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards on Ingress Protection (IP) Codes. To protect
electrical equipment and to maintain an uncontaminated interior chamber under immersion
and while moving until arrival at the target location, we plan to meet an IP68 rating with our
final product. This rating specifies our leakage requirement; our device will be watertight. It
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also specifies that the immersion test duration will be at least 30 minutes in duration and at
least 3 meters in depth.
2. Size – This specification determines the maximum size of a non-separable component due to
space limitations onboard the UROV as shown from Figure 1 to Figure 5.
3. Reliability – Ability to collect water on concurrent runs without fail.
4. Cost – Total cost of manufacturing must remain below a $400 maximum threshold.
5. Contamination – The sample chamber shall be free of foreign bodies at time of analysis.
6. Electrical Load – Our device will be designed such that it will not require an electrical input
larger than a 24 Volts or 4 Amperes. These constraints are set by the Beagle UROV
capabilities.
7. Electrical Interface – If our device features electronics, they must be compatible with the
BATFish and Beagle UROVs. We intend to stipulate our pin requirement to Mr. Rosen; Mr.
Rosen will then send us a physical electrical whip and connector for us to test on our device.
If these work with our device, we will send it back to Mr. Rosen for installation onto their
UROV(s).
8. Payload Volume – Volume of sample returned to surface for analysis.
9. Buoyancy – Our device will be designed to be neutrally buoyant without a sample. If we are
unable to meet neutral buoyancy, Mr. Rosen would prefer the device be positively buoyant.
10. Pressure Capability – This is a hydrostatic pressure requirement to resist crushing our
components and is calculated for a seawater environment at a maximum operational depth of
1000 feet. This calculation is shown in Appendix F.
11. Impact Resistance – Degrees of protection provided by enclosures for electrical equipment
against external mechanical impacts in accordance with IEC 62262:2002 and IEC 60068-275:1997 are represented by Impact Resistance (IK) ratings. An IK rating of IK09 specifies
the enclosure can sustain an impact 10 Joules. We chose this rating to protect our device in
the event of an underwater collision or being accidentally dropped while loading, unloading,
or in transit to the research center.
12. Cleanable – Our device must be cleanable. It is critical that its compartments are easily
accessed. We have stipulated a time requirement to showcase that our device have all parts
capable of being disassembled rapidly. Cleaning procedures will be dictated by the scientists
who work in conjunction with MARE.

4 Design Development
4.1 Overall Design Process
The design development that was implemented to tackle this project has followed the
design process. We defined the problem based on sponsor interviews and research. We
completed our initial ideation which including brainstorming, brainwriting, and function
diagrams. The following will be a discussion of the top concepts for the design of the water
collection device that meet the design requirements above.
We built concept models for individual functions to communicate our ideas, check
feasibility, and generate more ideas. We developed Pugh matrices supplemented with labeled
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sketches to compare concepts based on product design specifications. Note that the Pugh
Matrices were compared relative to a baseline which was determined to be Niskin bottles. Niskin
bottles are commercially available and have traditionally been used as water collectors by the
MARE group. Then, we created a morphology matrix using the top function ideas from the Pugh
Matrices to generate more possible solutions. Finally, we used a weighted decision matrix to
converge on the best ideas. Based on the weighted decision matrix, we used Computer Aided
Design (CAD) to create a model that will help us make our concept prototype.

4.2 Functional Decomposition
Our brainstorming process began by functional decomposition, where we broke our
project down into multiple functions and subfunctions. Below, in Figure 14, is an example of our
function decomposition brainstorming. The major functions we came up with are as follows:
1. Collect Sample
2. Isolate Sample
3. Protect Sample
4. Transfer Sample
We define collecting the sample as obtaining 500mL of water. To isolate the sample is to
create an impermeable boundary layer between the collected sample and the rest of the body of
water. To protect the sample is to ensure that the sample will stay impermeable through the rest
of the journey both back to the boat and to the lab. Transfer sample is to ensure that once the
UROV is back on the surface, the sample and container are not needlessly difficult or
burdensome to remove from the UROV.

Figure 14 – Brainstorming; Functional Decomposition

After determining the functions of our device, we began to brainstorm ideas for each
function. Afterwards, we rapidly prototyped ideas for each function using basic materials. These
prototypes are shown on the following pages from Figure 15 to Figure 21.
One of our primary initial brainstorming ideas to serve as the transfer and protect sample
functions was a “suitcase” inside a “trunk”, shown below in Figure 15. The “suitcase” is a fluid
collecting and containing device (red cup) that fits into a secondary device, the “trunk”, that is
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permanently fixed on the vehicle (UROV). We figured that this design would easy access and
transfer of the sample off the UROV.

Figure 15 – Container and Suitcase

When considering the effects of pressure and sample contamination, we began to
understand the necessity of a valve system to properly collect and isolate samples. During our
brainstorming we discussed a butterfly valve and a ball valve, demonstrated below in Figure 16
and Figure 17, respectively. A solenoid valve was considered, but it is not pictured. This
prototype falls under the collect water function.

Figure 16 – Butterfly Valve

Figure 17 – Ball Valve

We also discussed an idea for obtaining multiple samples per dive, using a common
pump drive as a prototype for the sample collection function. This could cut down on total power
consumption, cost, and size. Our idea was to use multiple hoses and valves to drive water to
specific areas at specific times, shown on the next page in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 – Multi-Sample Valve System

Another idea for the collect water function was to use a syringe spring system to trigger
suction upon release of a lever, shown below in Figure 19. This design is simple and therefore is
expected to have a low failure rate for actuation. However, it has a relatively large space to
sample volume ratio (nearly 2:1) and it does not adequately take a contaminant-free sample as
water is likely to seep in the back during the dive. Additionally, the spring may corrode and
degrade in a constant ocean environment and may also fatigue.

Figure 19 – Spring Syringe Sampler

An improvised method was found using stretchy latex, shown below in Figure 20. When
held in a vacuum over a nozzle, the latex required no external force and drew no water.
However, when stretched significantly, a rather powerful suction was created which could draw
water into itself. This serves as both the sample collection and isolate sample functions.

Figure 20 – Vacuum suction

Another design for the water collection and isolation functions in our prototyping session
was the idea of a revolver, shown on the next page in Figure 21. With a rotating assembly,
multiple samples can be filled by a single pumping system. This has the advantage of
significantly increasing both ratios of sample volume per total external size and number of
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samples per dive. However, this feature results in additional failure points that must be
considered.

Figure 21 – Revolver

4.3 System Sketches
From our Pugh Matrices, in Appendix E, we extracted a top idea for each function and
merged them into a morphology table to determine potential full-system ideas. We then sketched
these full system ideas. This section discusses the design and theoretical function of these
systems. A Morphology Table aids us in the design process as we can assign materials to each
function or component in our system design. This helps us determine both the feasibility of a
design as well as to understand the material to material interaction between components. It
should be noted that the Morphology Table we generated does not include the brass electrical
connector that will be provided to us by Mr. Rosen for interfacing with the UROV. The
Morphology Table we created can be seen in after the Pugh Matrices.
The system sketch in Figure 22 features an expandable bag that is attached by hose to a
coupler and needle. An IV bag is preferable for this design as it is commercially available,
strong, and disposable, significantly reducing clean time and procedures. The pump is turned on
and the coupler is actuated until it contacts a submersible pump. Upon contact, a needle is
pressed into the hose which punctures it and allows waters to flow into the bag. The pump is then
turned off after a set amount of elapsed time. The expandable bag starts off at a vacuum above
water. The vacuum collapses the bag and results in a device that can be submerged to depths far
beyond the required 1000 ft rating. Complications may arise as the bag is inflated with water,
and we would need to ensure that the bag always remains attached to the UROV. The needle
puncture would also need to be closed, which we currently do not have a solution for.
Additionally, the pump would be constantly exposed to the salt-water environment.

Figure 22 – Pump and expandable bag sketch.
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The design below in Figure 23 features a piston that is actuated by a linear actuator. A
solenoid valve controls the interface between the interior chamber and the external environment.
A vacuum is pulled in the lower chamber in order to mitigate the expansion and compression of
gas as the UROV submerges and surfaces. The walls surrounding this evacuated chamber will
need to withstand a pressure differential of 900 psi. A diaphragm may need to be incorporated
into this design to compensate with changing depths. Additionally, this is a single rigid unit and
may occupy a volume of space that exceeds our requirement. Cleaning may prove difficult as the
device must be disassembled and reassembled which may exceed our cleaning time requirement.

Figure 23 – Piston-spring and solenoid valve sketch.

We also considered a “ballast” that is capable of only water intake; the device cannot
expel water on its own. This is shown on the next page in Figure 24. The device is evacuated
above water and the sample chamber will need to be designed thick enough to withstand a
pressure differential of 900 psi. The “ballast” operates as follows: when at the desired location
underwater, a pump creates a differential pressure that is large enough to open a one-way stop
valve.
Once the valve is opened, the pump causes water to flow into the sample chamber.
Turning off the pump closes the valve. A drain valve allows the water to be removed once
returned to the surface. Being a rigid chamber holding vacuum under large pressures, this design
may prove inadequate. Additionally, the stop valve must be designed to greatly exceed the 900psi rating which means the pump also must be large in order to open the stop valve. This might
result in too large of a cost and total device size that does not meet our requirements.
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Figure 24 – Simple Ballast

The system shown below in Figure 25 has a sample chamber that is connected to a
motorized ball valve. Instead of being evacuated, the device can be filled with distilled water
which would reduce requisite wall thickness. When turned on, the ball in the valve is actuated
and water floods into the sample chamber. If filled with distilled water, the distilled water will
diffuse out of the chamber and be filled with seawater. Once filled and returned to the surface,
the ball valve could be opened again to allow the water to be poured out into a new container for
transport to the laboratory for analysis. While researching vendors, we determined that there is
no ball-valve that meets our pressure rating, size, and budget constraints if it is to be evacuated
rather than filled with water and water diffusion would occur to slowly to be efficient.

Figure 25 – Ball Valve System

From the designs above, it can be seen that our device will feature three specific
components: a chamber to store the sample, a valve to enable the chamber to be closed or
opened, and some form of pump or actuator to provide the work to fill the sample chamber.

4.4 Weighted Decision Matrix
Based on the engineering specifications derived from our QFD and listed previously in
Table 2, we compared our top three designs. This comparison can be seen on the next page in
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Table 3, the Weighted Decision Matrix. Each specification was weighted by its importance to
mission success. Leakage, repeatability, and contamination were determined to be most
significant among the other specifications as the water samples we collect will be analyzed
assuming they contain only water (and therefore eDNA) in a specifically located column of
water. Pressure capability is also heavily weighted as inability to withstand 900 psi means the
device will be unable to collect the targeted water samples, thus defeating the purpose of this
project.
Table 3 – Weighted Decision Matrix
Criteria

Weighting

Leakage
Repeatability
Contamination
Electrical Load Test
Can Utilize UROV Connector
Cost
Payload Volume
Buoyancy
Pressure Capability
Impact Resistance
Time To Clean

(1-5)
5
5
5
5
3
4
4
3
5
2
4

Total Size

3

Pumped IV Bag
Score
Total
5
25
4
20
5
25
4
20
5
15
3
12
5
20
5
15
5
25
3
6
4
16
4

12

Total

211

Options
Solenoid Ballast
Score
Total
5
25
5
25
3
15
2
10
5
15
3
12
4
16
2
6
3
15
4
8
2
8
2

6
161

Spring Trap
Score
Total
3
15
3
15
5
25
5
25
5
15
4
16
3
12
5
15
2
10
5
10
4
16
5

15
189

The cells in the table are colored to represent our certainty of the ranking we gave. Blue
means we are confident in our ranking. Orange indicates that our ranking is based on research,
but we believe it may fluctuate up or down with testing later. Red cells mean we have limited
confidence in our ranking. The only red cells in this table are those for the pressure capability of
our system. We would need access to a pressure chamber in order to feel more comfortable with
our analytical model and to give a more accurate ranking. This method of color coding assisted
us in selecting a design by confidence in our scoring and helped to isolate and prioritize
specifications that will require earlier testing.
From our decision matrix, we determined that a pumped IV bag is our primary design
choice. However, this pumped IV bag is slightly modified from our initial concept as it takes on
some of the strong points of the other concepts in order to compensate for its weak points. These
modifications are further discussed in section 4.5. Minor changes to this design may occur after
testing and further refinement during the detailed design phase (March 3rd – April 30th). Our
design features a sterile expandable bag, which is likely to be plastic. A plastic bag has the
potential to cause damage to wildlife and will be in the immediate vicinity of schools of fish and
reefs. To mitigate this risk, we will put a “mesh” box around the expandable bag. This box fully
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constraints the bag when it is both deflated and inflated and allows for water flow to negate the
pressure differential felt by the structure. After discussing our idea with Mr. Rosen at MARE
Headquarters, our solution has been determined to be acceptable. A list of other associated
hazards and our planned mitigation actions may be found in Appendix M.

4.5 Proposed Conceptual Design
An isometric rendering of our computer-drawn device is shown below in Figure 26. This
system features an IV bag that is enclosed in a box. The box material will likely be plastic to
limit corrosion; a mesh box would need to be purchased commercially but a solid, open-ended
box can be easily printed and adjusted to suit our needs, including mounts to the UROV. The IV
bag will be attached at the top to the box. Slotted hinges on the open-ends top swing to close on
the box and further constrain the IV bag. The box is open on both ends to prevent crushing that
would otherwise be felt in our other designs due to large pressure differentials between the water
on the outside and the vacuum on the inside. The box can be mounted anywhere on the UROV.
An IV bag is our intended sample chamber as it is cheap, strong, mass produced and is a sterile,
expandable container.

Figure 26 – Isometric view of preliminary design

A flexible hose will be routed along the UROV from the IV bag to an adapter that screws
into a solenoid valve. This tubed connection means we can position the bag independent of the
valve-pump assembly. Doing so would ease installation as the pump can remain permanently
fixed; only the bag needs to be added or removed for each expedition. The solenoid valve is rated
for pressures in excess of 2,000 psi and operates on 24 VDC which the Beagle and BATFish
both can provide. The solenoid valve is mated to a pump by a funnel. The pump we are
considering using is a simple low powered impeller. A funnel is also planned to be installed on
the other end of the impeller pump to improve the accuracy of our water collection. The purpose
of the funnel is to direct water from a specific location, through the pump, and into the solenoid
orifice. The exact pump has not been sized yet, but it will be determined during the Detailed
Design Phase. Testing will help us determine whether a simple impeller, like an UROV thruster,
is adequate for our needs.
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With our current design we intend to use a 4-pin connector for our device. Four pins will
give us two for the pump (one power and one ground) and two for signaling. We may choose to
configure the pump to run at all states of signal except grounded (power-off safe). This way, one
pump may run 2 different sample collections, with an opportunity to run more with another
signal wire and another valve relatively easily.

4.6 Conceptual Prototype
We tested the feasibility of our CAD model by building a concept prototype. Our
concepts checked out as we expected them to. This design is cost effective and maximizes the
sample size to device size ratio. We built this prototype out of accessible materials to verify our
CAD model. The concept prototype, shown in Figure 27, resembles the system. Note that the
system is not to scale, excluding the motor. this model is not yet ready for testing, but it provides
our team with valuable insight including feasibility, efficiency, manufacturability, interfacing,
fluid mechanics and design challenges. We believe that this design is feasible. It also has the
potential for additional sample returns per dive; however, our primary goal is to collect a single
sample. Figure 28 to Figure 31 resembles individual components of the system.

Figure 27 – Isometric view of concept prototype

The pump, shown in Figure 28, is rated at depth and is to scale. After the water is
propelled by the thruster, the flow is directed into the valve controlled by a solenoid. The pump
and the solenoid valve are powered by the UROV brain.
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Figure 28 – Thruster and funnel concept prototype

When the solenoid is powered, we can control the “plunger” that allows us to collect
water. Figure 29 shows the solenoid in the open and closed configurations. A flexible tubing
gives us flexibility when we install the device on the UROV. The tube routes to the IV bag
shown in Figure 30.

Figure 29 – Solenoid valve prototype
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Figure 30 – Side view of 1-liter IV bag

Although oversized, a basket such as the one on the next page, in Figure 31, adequately
contains the IV bag both when completely deflated and when inflated.

Figure 31 – IV bag housing concept prototype

4.7 Manufacturing Feasibility
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Our general manufacturing strategy will be to build our subsystems as independent as
possible, ensuring each is individually watertight to not impede other subsystems. In order to
have a working prototype, we will mainly need a pump, IV bag, flexible tubing, and a solenoid
valve, all of which can be readily purchased.
We intend to manufacture housings for the valve and pump assembly and a separate
housing for our IV bag container. These housings will securely fix our system to the UROV
while in motion through a body of water. To prevent corrosion, these housings will ideally be
constructed of plastic. Geometry for these housings are simple, easily constructed rectangles.
The box that contains the IV bag is roughly 10”x4”. Given the simple geometry and small
dimensions, 3D printing these housings will be feasible for rapid prototyping.
Our design is such that the valve-thruster assembly may be positioned near or far from
the container; the container would connect to the valve-thruster assembly by a flexible hose that
is properly routed through the UROV using commercially available straps or plastic routing
clamps. The potential to separate the two assemblies provides opportunity for space reduction
and may also enable multiple samples per dive.
If using a small commercial UROV thruster as a pump, we intend to manufacture a
nozzle to direct the flow of water and increase our flowrate into the sample container. As a
structural prototype, we believe that purchasing and threading a plastic funnel, or 3D printing the
nozzles will be adequate. Testing these prototype nozzles for seal and efficacy will determine
whether we must upgrade to a precision machined nozzle that can be turned on a lathe, although
plastic is more resistance to corrosion and metal on metal contact between the solenoid and the
funnel is negated if the nozzle were plastic.

4.8 Structural Prototype
A structural prototype used in preliminary tests is shown in Figure 32. The valve and
solenoid pump operate as desired.

Figure 32 – Structural prototype of final design

All fittings mate properly and the tubing fits snugly over the inline barb. The IV bag is
secure in the cage when deflated and fully inflated. The cage dimensions are nearly exact for the
fully inflated bag, with looseness to prevent potential squeezing of the bag. The cage door fits
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snugly into the cage orifice. All printed parts are smooth and deburred. There were no print
failures for any part, and no supports were required.

4.9 Design Adjustment
Since completing the PDR, we completed analysis and determined the T200 thruster
would potentially be unable to sustain work at depth. We arrived at this conclusion by
investigating the thruster’s power versus speed graph, show below in Figure 33.

Figure 33 – T200 Power to Thrust Curve

The max thrust from the thruster for commercially available tubing is only 1.3 kg-f. The
curve steepens greatly, requiring more power for very little thrust return. Multiple sources claim
that pressure on shafted motors causes a squeezing effect on the shaft bearings which increases
motor load. Since the thruster’s power versus speed graph already showed the thruster to be on
the verge of being too power intensive to work, we determined this pump to be infeasible.
Through additional interviews with pump manufacturers, and an interview with MARE’s
EE lead, Rick Botman, we also found that to seal motors at depth requires a non-reactive fluid
filled motor housing with precision dynamic seals. The oil and seals allow for both increased
cooling, and a constant pressure environment without contamination of sea water. All positive
attributes.
The difficulty for this senior project is the limitations imposed by COVID-19 on our
team’s production capability. We are effectively limited to 3D printing, commercially available
items, or outsourcing. However, quotes from manufacturers for various types of shafted motors
for our application also far exceed our budget.
After looking for a pump which does not require exposed coils to sea water, we found a
solenoid pump. In this case, the copper wire is potted with some sort of plasticized epoxy that
prevents corrosion. A section view of a solenoid pump is shown on the next page in Figure 34.
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Figure 34 – Cross section view of solenoid pump from Fluid-o-tech.
Some additional waterproofing may be required; however, it can be done within our
production capabilities. By eliminating the shaft, the motor load will theoretically become more
stable at various depths. We believe this is an elegant solution.
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5 Final Design Plan
5.1 Final Design
An isometric rendering of our computer-drawn device is shown below in Figure 35. This
system features three subassemblies: sample storage, tubing, and the pump-valve subassemblies.

Figure 35 – CAD of Final Design
Each subassembly and their respective functions will be addressed individually in the
following subsections. A breakdown of manufacturing and assembly are described in section 6.0.
A cost analysis by part, as well as the vendor information for each part, may be found in the
indented Bill of Materials (iBOM) in Appendix G.
Pump-Valve Sub-Assembly
The pump-valve assembly’s function is to collect discrete samples. It consists of a 3-way,
4-position normally closed solenoid valve and an in-line shaftless solenoid pump which are
mated together by IV tubing which allows them to be placed in different locations and
orientations, if desired. In order to create a common ground the pump and valve may be bolted
onto an aluminum plate to attach a sacrificial anode and further be affixed to the craft. Both the
solenoid valve and the solenoid pump operate on 12 VDC, which can be supplied by both the
Beagle and BATFish. The pump and valve are predicted to have low pressure differentials across
their inlet and outlet in our design with extremely low duty cycles of less than one minute per
sample. The pump is fixed to a custom-printed mounting bulkhead made of corrosion resistant
PLA, which fixes onto the UROV. The valve mounts to a commercially available aluminum D03
subplate. The sub-assembly is shown on the next page in Figure 36.
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Figure 36 – Pump-Valve Sub-Assembly

We will be using a shaftless Fluid-o-Tech solenoid pump, shown below in Figure 37, that
supplies enough head to fill a bag located at the Beagle’s maximum length and height in under
two minutes.

Figure 37 – Fluid-o-Tech Pump, Mono Series “AA” Coil

The pump runs on half-wave rectified 24 VAC to pulse the fluid through its shaft at up to
60 Hertz. This circuit can be reproduced by a simple microcontroller with a 12 VDC supply to
accommodate electrical compatibility with the Beagle. A discussion of the electrical setup is
discussed in Section 5.5. Refer to Section 4.8 for a discussion on why a shaftless pump was
chosen over shafted motors and the T200 in our preliminary design.
When the pump is off, no water flows into the system as no work is being done. When
the pump is on, the flow rate can be varied up to 1.5 gallons per minute. With the valve open, the
water flows from the solenoid pump, through a ½" FNPT x 1/8” MNPT brass fitting, through the
tubing into the solenoid valve, and then into the tubing sub-assembly towards the water storage.
Our design uses a commercially available Yuken GRH-01-3C2-D24-D-NP-33 24 VDC
hydraulic solenoid valve, shown on the next page in Figure 38.
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Figure 38 – Yuken Hydraulic Solenoid Valve

This IP65 rated 24 VDC 3-way, 4-position, normally closed hydraulic solenoid valve is
designed for tough environments, high flow rates of hydraulic fluid, and accommodates large
pressure differentials greater than 1000 psi. Being IP65 rated, we are confident that this device
can be submerged and operate reliably. The valve is made of nickel-plated stainless steel as
opposed to PVC and as a result is not as resistant to seawater, but the nickel plating allots for 500
hours of guaranteed saltwater protection. The manufacturer of the valve believes the tight
tolerances in the valve may be degraded by prolonged flow of abrasive seawater. However, since
our operating point is at a low flow rate, our duty cycle is low, and our pressure differential is
anticipated to be very low, we believe this solenoid valve is expected to be more than capable to
be used several times before valve tolerances degrade significantly.
The 3-way, 4 position, normally closed nature of this solenoid valve means there 4 ports:
1 inlet, 2 outlets, and an exhaust which creates an open loop between the pump and the ocean/air
when the valve is not powered. There are two solenoids in this valve, one on the left and one on
the right. Powering one side of the solenoid valve will cause that respective port to open, and in
the process will close the exhaust port. Only one outlet port can be activated at a given time – the
other two ports will become closed to flow when the other port is activated.
As has been a consideration from the beginning, the ability for our design to
accommodate the collection of multiple samples has been an important design consideration.
This single Yuken valve acts as a manifold, giving us the capability to supply two IV lines and
an ambient exhaust. The exhaust can then lead to further valves, giving N+2 sample lines where
N is the number of valves. This design ultimately leads to increased head loss as the tubing
length increases as the number of valves increases. The maximum is yet to be determined, and is
subject to change depending on the pump used.
This modular design allows for the pump, valve, or storage assembly to be easily
replaced as needed; a significant boost for its use case in harsh ocean environments.
Additionally, as long as the replacement can use standardized pipe fittings that attach to the IV
tubing used, the individual components will be replaceable. This means that our design will work
even if the solenoid pump is replaced with a newer or more powerful model, or replaced entirely
by something like the onboard CTD.
Tubing Sub-Assembly
The tubing sub-assembly function is to direct the fluid from the pump-valve subassembly
to the IV bag. Most importantly, the flexible tubing allows the Sample Storage Sub-Assembly to
be placed independently of the Pump-Valve Assembly. This maximizes the placement
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opportunities of both pieces of the system and ensures its ability to interface with both the
BATFish and Beagle.
The PVC tubing has been tested and prototyped using a commercially available size of
th
1/8 in (.116” ID). Using this diameter tubing creates our most significant bottleneck, and thus
increasing the tube size is likely to accelerate our sampling process and significantly reduce head
loss. We recommend purchasing 3/8” ID Tygon tubing which is commercially available on
Ebay, as well as is already application tested on the CTD. Additionally, we have provided the
fittings necessary to fully convert to this configuration. Upgrading tubing size is foreseen to
result in a decreased chance of clogging, better pump performance, and a higher flow rate.
The fittings on our prototype are variations of brass National Pipe Thread (NPT)
connectors. The tube connects to the valve by two adapters. The first adapter is a 1/8 inch in-line
barb to a ¼ inch NPTF. This connector then joins with a ¼ inch NPTM to a ½ inch NPTF. Our
initial tests will use a standardized twist-off spike port connector for IV bags. The connector
joins the IV tube to the IV bag. The IV bag-to-tube connector will be welded silicone for our
functional prototype. Stainless steel hose clamps have been determined preliminarily to be
excessive. Zip ties will be used to assist in routing the IV tubing through the UROV frame. This
is based on convenience, modular design, and our sponsor’s previous experience with adding
devices onto the UROVs.

Figure 39 – Tubing Sub-Assembly
Water Storage Sub-Assembly
The sample storage sub-assembly’s function is to isolate and protect the sample from the
external environment. This sub-assembly consists of a meshed box, an easily removable door,
and an IV bag, shown on the next page in Figure 40.
The cage has a smooth exterior and interior and its mesh allows water to flow through it,
negating potential pressure differentials. This mesh will be small enough to mitigate risk of
fingers getting stuck on the inside. The cage door is designed to cap the cage and can be secured
by paracord to the cage. The cage door also has holes for paracord to be inserted to act as
handles.
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Figure 40 – Sample Storage Sub-Assembly

The cage and cage door are 3D printed. 3D printing allows us to perfectly match the bag
dimensions and allows for a highly customizable design. The print material is PLA, which is
cheap, strong, and highly resistant to corrosion. Note that PLA deteriorates under prolonged
exposure to direct sunlight. However, this sub-assembly is expected to remain on the underside
of the Beagle or indoors when not mounted, which minimizes exposure time to direct sunlight.
The IV bag will be constrained inside the box using a press fit cage door with an opening
suitable for quickly attaching and detaching the tubing. The box is meshed in order to eliminate
any pressure differential that would otherwise crush the vessel. The box is intended to be
mounted independently anywhere on the UROV’s frame and has been designed to be able to
attach at a distance from the pump/valve assembly via the flexible tube, mentioned previously.
An IV bag is our intended sample chamber as it is cheap, strong, mass produced and is a
sterile, expandable container. The IV bag has been ordered from a medical engineering group in
Colorado. We have received several prototype bags and have ordered with plenty of lead time to
finalize our custom bags with multiple prototypes. Our supplier has manufactured these custom
bags out of PVC and has sealed them with a tube in place for isolation until the bag is ready to be
used.
The IV bag holder attaches the IV bag to the Cage and the Cage to the UROV. Currently,
the deflated IV bag is planned to be restrained on the interior by zip ties near the connection to
the tubing. When the IV bag inflates, the IV bag will be constrained by the dimensions of the
box. The zip ties wrap through the cage’s meshing and the UROV. Flanges can be easily
implemented on this design if drilling into the Beagle for mounting is desired by the sponsor.
However, this device is designed to be highly modular and movable from location as determined
by expedition needs, so zip ties are recommended.

5.2 Pump Analysis
We performed analysis based on varying parameters, such as flow rates, tube diameters,
and depth to determine the required size of our pump. These analyses and their respective
assumptions and graphs can be found in Appendix F. Tube diameter has the largest impact on
pump head requirements. As the tube diameter decreases, required pump head dramatically
increases. Lower flow rates correlate to low head requirements. Our assumptions lead us to
believe head for a specified flow rate and tube diameter will not increase when external pressure
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is increased, but manufacturers and online literature indicate this may not be true due to
squeezing effects on the shaft. As a result, we have determined that the T200 thruster we
originally considered in the preliminary design may be infeasible. However, the Fluid-o-Tech
Inline Shaftless Pump meets the head requirements for our maximum flowrate of 1.5 GPM
through a 1/8” inner diameter PVC tubing from corner to corner of the Beagle. After testing, the
Fluid-o-tech pump is likely to not meet our standards of excellence due to corrosion. Our final
design recommendation is to use the Seabird SBE 5M Titanium Mini Submersible Pump,
available from the Seabird website, and rated to 10,500 meters in a titanium housing.

5.3 Fittings Analysis
To select fittings, we have found the correct terminology to be incredibly useful. When
ordering a multi-threaded connection, FPT, MPT or, (FNPT, MNPT) are used to signify female
or male ends of a connector. For example, a ½ FPT ¼ MPT would likely be a good google to
find a ½ to ¼ connector which fits onto a male ½ and accepts a ¼ female part. In our case, this
piece will fit between our prototype valve and our pump.
We have done a structural failure analysis on thinnest cross sections of the fittings.
Particularly, we have identified the fitting immediately after the valve to hold the most potential
for failure as related to pressure. This fitting will, if sealed properly, be most likely to see the
largest differential pressures of 1000 psi. After assuming pressures to act as forces directly on the
outside of the cross-sectional ring, and assuming that its resistance to failure is mostly a function
of the thickness of the material, we have calculated the brass fitting to have a safety factor of 3.1.
We also used Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software to determine whether the external
1000 psi hydrostatic load would cause the stock 1/8” tubing or brass fittings to crush before the
line is primed with fluid during sample collection while having a vacuum on its interior. The
results are shown below in Table 4.
Table 4 – Fitting and Tubing Safety Factors, FEA

Item
Brass Fitting
PVC Tubing

Safety Factor
3.0
1.3

Deformation
0.1%
1%

Note that FEA calculations (3.0) and hand-calculated (3.1) safety factors closely match.
Also note that the PVC tubing has a low safety factor. However, the PVC is flexible and is therefore
more accommodating of deformation as compared to the brass fitting. Having a material that is
more compliant would help to negate the pressure differential but may also cause higher pump
head requirements as the inner diameter will shrink.
Our analysis shows us that our fittings have acceptable strength, especially when the PVC
tubing is upgrade to a larger diameter with thicker walls. We conclude that the deformation in the
PVC tubing will not compromise its effectiveness before or after it transmits the test fluid.
Additionally, the head loss will not be terminally increased by the initial crush of the tubes, as
discovered in our tests in the pressure chamber. The modeling parameters, assumptions, and results
for this FEA analysis are shown in Appendix F.
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5.4 Electrical System
After addressing the pressure related challenges on the storage device, preventing electrical
failures has been our next most pressing concern. We have spent considerable time researching
which pumps are likely to suit our needs without major modification. Seawater is a highly
corrosive substance known to leave behind salt films that prevent electrical conduction. This can
be mitigated by the electrical whip connectors and epoxy over soldering connections.
In seeing the power draw associated with several rotating pumps, and talking to MARE
engineer, Rick Botman, we decided that a more economical pump would likely be required to
meet the 4A, 24V constraints. Enter the Solenoid Pump. At first look from the manufacturer, as
shown below in Figure 41, 24VAC is specified by the manufacturer.

Figure 41 – Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump Electrical Schematic

Through a visual analysis of the electrical schematic, verification on the schematics of
similar solenoid pump models, and in-house tests, we have found that we are able to provide the
pump with 12V phased DC, cycling +12V at 60Hz into the pump, without a decrease in pump
performance. This is possible as the pump was designed to be used in series with a diode, which
only allows current to flow one way, essentially 12V phased DC.
The GRH valve is powered by 24V DC, using two Dutch connectors. These connecters
can be modified using the following procedure to increase water resistance.
In our current design we intend to seal our electrical connections using a combination of
marine grade putty insulation and heat shrink tubing. All three pins on the pump will be modified
as such, and likely the pins on the valve. We will use multi-stranded marine grade tinned wire, to
help prevent salt corrosion, as recommended by Ocean Navigator. Our current design will likely
require four pins into the electrical housing. 1 power, 1 ground for the pump, 2 power, 1 ground
for the Valve. The team recommends using a small motor controller to provide the 12V phased
DC at 60 Hz, or a transformer (and diode in series) if AC current is available on the craft.

5.5 Final Prototype
Our final design is shown at the top of the next page in Figure 42. Seen is the pump valve,
and multi-bag configuration.
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Figure 42 – Verification Prototype, fully assembled
Included into the design are a mounting baseplate manufactured from 6061 aluminum, and the
hydraulic valve subplate, also made from aluminum in a commercially available D03 subplate
configuration. The baseplate allows for electrically grounded components and has room for a
sacrificial anode. For details into the manufacture of specific components, please see the
manufacturing section below.

5.6 Summary Cost Analysis
A Pie chart of the financial breakdown as of this report is shown below in Figure 43.
Prototyping makes up the primary expense for our team. Manufacturing, procurement, and
shipment of parts between the team has resulted in overall low expenditures.
Remaining Funds
29%

Prototyping Expenses
42%

Test Equipment
1%

Travel Expenses
28%

Figure 43 – Budget Pie Chart
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Table 5, below, shows a breakdown of our expenditure along with the total budget for our
project and the resultant fund remainder.
Table 5 – Funding Breakdown
$408.35
$15.01
$266.75
$700.00
$276.64

Prototyping
Test Equipment
Travel
Budget
Remainder

The total budget includes money from grants and the sponsor stipend only. Due to
COVID-19. Note that the largest single expense (denoted by *) is for travel from San Luis
Obispo to Richmond for a site visit. Travel funding was sponsored through the school, therefore
does not have a significant impact on the actual budget allotment. Most of our prototyping
expenses were afforded by a grant we received through CP Connect, with the exception of the
solenoid valve purchase. Prototyping costs exceed $400 because of us purchasing fittings for our
conceptual and structural prototypes which were ultimately replaced. It also enables our sponsor
to have fittings that could adapt to the CTD tubing in the future without needing to research and
purchase equipment in the future, should that be the route they take.

5.7 Safety, Maintenance and Repair Considerations
The Risk Assessment identifies users, tasks for each user, and categories and hazards for
each task. There are four different users: operator, maintenance technicians, electrician, and
passerby. There are several different tasks: normal operation, trouble shooting,
loading/unloading bag, misuse, installing/uninstalling, quality sampling, cleaning,
repair/replacing parts, adjusting controls, maintenance, starting machine, testing, and
unauthorized use of electrical or mechanical systems. A risk is assigned based on severity and
probability. Our Risk Assessment revealed that all identified risks were given a risk level of
medium to Low.
The document also describes preventative measures resulting in reduced risk from the
new severity and probability. Risk reduction methods include:
• Personal protective equipment
• Working in a dry area
• Adding fillets to the design
• Proper electronic waste disposal
• Removing pinch points
• Emptying IV bag before use
• Insulating electrical systems
• Taking work breaks
• Grounding electrical systems
• Utilizing the operation manual
These measures will help to lower the risks to low or even negligible levels. The sponsor
will be responsible for installation and operation, but we will provide documentation of hazards
and a list of recommended actions. The Risk Assessment can be found in Appendix N.
The hazard checklist, in Appendix M.3 is a list of yes or no questions that helped us
identify potential hazard and we have completed corrective actions for these hazards. We
recommend constraining the plastic bag within a boundary box. We have a 3D printed cage that
serves as a prototype. We completed an FEA on the chamber cavities which can be seen in
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Appendix F. We have discussed the need to test the device in a pressure chamber. This action
will be the sponsors responsibility due to required expertise of the machinery and access to
equipment due to COVID-19 restrictions. We also designed to mitigate pressure differential
hazards by selecting equipment rated or tested to 1000 psi.
The Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) contains the potential failure mode for
each subsystem along with the cause, preventative activities, detection activities, priority, and
recommended actions. The FMEA may be seen in Appendix M.2. The FMEA includes design,
installation, operation, and maintenance/post-operation recommended actions.
Before and after operation it is essential that the technician inspect the device for signs of
corrosion or damage along with “preflight checks” that will be in the operator’s manual. Note
that we recommend disassembling the pump-valve assembly post-operation in order to wash
with fresh water or oil after each expedition. This will reduce corrosion of the metal parts and
sample contamination while increasing the life cycle of the device. We also highly recommend
checking the O-rings, fittings, and tubing for wear before use. It is recommended that items be
purchased or manufactured if they are damaged enough to inhibit mission performance. If
replacements are required, then refer to the indented Bill of Materials in Appendix G. While the
device is not being used, we recommend storing the plastic components out of direct sunlight.
Together the Risk Assessment, Hazard Checklist, and FMEA form the Safety Plan. The
Safety Plan is a list of recommended actions assigned to a responsible person and estimated
completion date. The Safety Plan can be seen in Appendix M.

6 Manufacturing
6.1 Overview
The Deep-Sea Water Collector was designed for cost effective manufacturing and
assembly. Our adaptable design allows us to interface with the unique geometry of the BEAGLE
and BATFish and provides flexibility to make system upgrades, repairs, and necessary
maintenance. The Deep-Sea Water Collector has three sub-assemblies: water storage, tubing, and
pump-valve. Many components of our design are commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) items. The
remaining components can be readily manufactured using 3D printing and drilling. For a
comprehensive list of items, vendors, cost, and weight, refer to Appendix G.
Note that we have had considerable success ordering parts through Grainger: we have
consistently been receiving parts shipped in just one day. Amazon is limited to the most basic of
fittings and has slower delivery times.

6.2 Fabrication Instructions
Below are our sub-assemblies and components which will be bought, manufactured, or
modified from their purchased condition to complete our functional prototype design. Any item
that will be purchased is denoted [Purchased] and anything that will be manufactured will have
its manufacturing process denoted accordingly. Figure 44, below, displays a CAD rendering with
each part described in this manufacturing plan.
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Figure 44 – CAD rendering with components identified.
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6.3 Water Storage Sub-Assembly
This sub-assembly will contain our IV Bag, Cage, Cage Door, and Cage-ROV Zip Ties.
It will serve as the container(s) for our sample and provide protection and isolation from the
external environment. Figure 45 shows the Cage and Cage Door on the print bed.
IV Bag
Purchase
The IV bag has been ordered from a medical engineering group in Colorado. We have
ordered with plenty of lead time to finalize our custom bags with multiple prototypes. Our
supplier has manufactured the bags out of PVC and has sealed them with a tube in place for
isolation until the bag is ready to be used.
Cage
3D Print
The cage is designed for 3D printing to give us flexibility with the design, better match the
expected dimensions, and provide acceptable mounting flanges to interface with the UROVs.
The print material is PLA which is used commonly in 3D printing. PLA is cheap, strong, and
highly resistant to corrosion. The cage has a smooth exterior and interior and a mesh that
allows water to flow through it. The mesh is small to mitigate risk of fingers getting stuck on
the inside. Cage dimensions perfectly encase a 500 mL IV bag when deflated and inflated.
Use the CAD provided and print the cage vertically from its back wall with 20% infill. No
supports are needed.
Settings: Draft quality with a .8mm nozzle is acceptable for this print.
Cage Door
3D Print
The cage door is designed to cap the cage and can be secured by paracord to the cage. The
cage door also has holes for paracord to be inserted to act as handles. The cage door is
designed for 3D printing and will be printed out of PLA. Use the CAD provided and print the
cage vertically from its back wall with 20% infill. No supports are needed.
Settings: Draft quality with a .8mm nozzle is acceptable for this print. Minor sanding of
mating edges to adjust the press fit to your taste. Current design is a very tight press fit.
Cage-ROV Zip Ties
Purchase
The cage can be secured to the ROV through any of the mesh holes by any means of zip
ties. No drilling onto the ROV is required for mounting.

Figure 45 – Cage (left) while printing and cage door (right) after printing.
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6.4 Tubing Sub-Assembly
This sub-assembly will provide fluid transfer from our Pump-Valve sub-assembly to our
storage sub-assembly. It also has the feature of providing protection and isolation from the
external environment.
IV Tube
Purchase
The PVC IV tube is preinstalled (UV welded) in all IV bag purchases.
IV Bag-to-Tube Connector
Purchase
Our initial tests will use a standardized twist-off spike port connector for IV bags. The
connector joins the IV tube to the IV bag. The IV bag-to-tube connector will be welded
silicone for our functional prototype.
Tube-Valve Connector
Purchase
The tube connects to the valve in two configurations. The first is for 1/8” ID tube. It
uses an 1/8 inch in-line barb to a 1/4” NPTM which attaches to the subplate with a 1/4” NPTF
to a 1/4” NPTF connector, standard to both configurations. The second configuration is for
3/8” ID Tubing, and uses a 3/8” inline barb to 1/4“ NPTM threaded connection. This attaches
to the earlier defined 1/4“ NPTM to 1/4“ NPTF connector. All connectors are made of brass.
Tube Routing Clamps
Purchase
These will be purchased at the discretion of the user. Both are commercially available
at hardware stores.
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6.5 Pump-Valve Sub-Assembly
This sub-assembly will contain our solenoid valve, subplate, solenoid pump, related
fittings, and bulkhead. The bulkhead and subplate fix the solenoid pump and valve to the ROV,
respectively. A picture of the mounting bulkhead on the build plate is shown below in Figure 46.
Solenoid Hydraulic Control Valve
Purchase
A Yuken DSG-01-3C3-D12-7090 12 VDC solenoid valve has been chosen for this
application. It is rated for 3000 psi, a 500 hour salt resistance rating, and has a Type-60 spool
configuration, the correct spool configuration for an exhaust port and 2 sample outports.
Solenoid Pump
Purchase
We will be using a shaftless Fluid-o-Tech solenoid pump. The pump runs on AC power to
pulse the fluid through. The manufacturer’s wiring diagram indicates that the diode results in
12 V phased DC.
Pump-to-Valve Connector
Purchase
The valve connects to the pump via 3/8” NPTM to 1/4“ inch gas fitting. The connector is
made of brass. It can be modified to use the included 3/8” inline barbs included with the final
project materials.
Mounting Bulkhead
3D Print
The PLA 3D printed bulkhead is designed as a bolt-down slot that the Fluid-o-Tech
solenoid pump slides into. Use the CAD provided and print the bulkhead vertically from the
slot stop with 20% infill. No supports are needed.
Settings: Draft quality with a .8mm nozzle is acceptable for this print.

Figure 46 – Mounting Bulkhead for pump.
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6.6 Procurement
Table 6 is a list of the components, vendors, and links used to purchase them. Utilize the
Indented Bill of Materials (iBOM) in Appendix G for assembly number assistance. Hardware not
listed in the iBOM comes supplementary with purchases (for example, the subplate for the valve
comes with its own hardware).
Table 6 – Material Part Numbers, Vendors, and Links
Vendor

Part #
1106WAAAM
9V0000

Description
Mono Series "AA"
Pump

FluidoTech

C1A

Diode

FluidoTech

NA

Metal Bracket

Blue Robotics

SKU:
BESC30-R3

Basic ESC

Amazon

NA

1/2 NPTF -1/4 NPTM

Grainger

2KHU2

1/4FNPT-1/8Barbed

FluidoTech

Barbed x MNPT
Straight Male
Connector, 1/8" Barb
Size
1/2"NPTF x 1/8"
NPTM, Pipe Size
3-position 4-way
solenoid valve, nickel
plating

Grainger

2KHR6

Grainger

1DFY8

Northern Tool

GRH-01-3C2D24-D-NP-33

Daman

AD03SPS6P

Subplate for GRH
Solenoid Valve

Amazon

jbf_125-2B

FasParts Brass Straight
Male 1/8" Hose ID Barb
- 1/4" NPT Male

Home Depot

SKU #314954

3/8 in. Male x 1/4 in.
Female Reducer

Link
https://www.fluidotech.it/en/products/technol
ogies/solenoid-pumps/mono-series/
https://www.fluidotech.it/en/products/technol
ogies/solenoid-pumps/mono-series/
https://www.fluidotech.it/en/products/technol
ogies/solenoid-pumps/mono-series/
https://bluerobotics.com/store/thrusters/speedcontrollers/besc30-r3/
https://www.amazon.com/TEKTON-4734-2Inch-Female-Reducer/dp/B008TM18V6
https://www.grainger.com/product/PNEUMA
DYNE-INC-Barbed-x-FNPT-StraightFemale-2KHU2
https://www.grainger.com/product/PNEUMA
DYNE-INC-Barbed-x-MNPT-Straight-Male2KHR6
https://www.grainger.com/product/PARKERBrass-Reducing-Adapter-1DFY8?
https://www.northerntool.com/shop/tools/prod
uct_200737726_200737726
https://www.applied.com/c-brands/c-damanproducts/ad03sps6p/Directional-ValveSubplate/p/100171272
https://www.amazon.com/FasParts-BrassStraight-Male-Hose/dp/B0131CLIPO
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Husky-3-8-inMale-x-1-4-in-Female-ReducerHDA30400AV/100026474

6.7 Future Recommendations
Our design requires minimal to no manufacturing. However, the IV bags we use are made
in a specific way – the tube is preinstalled and thermoplastically welded in the bag. We suggest
upgrading the tubing from 1/8” ID to 3/8” ID. This will allow more flow with less head loss and
may alleviate pump concerns. We are in talks with an IV bag manufacturer about this task, as a
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1/4” tube for an IV bag is non-standard. In addition, we recommend upgrading to 5/8” outer
diameter, 3/8” inner diameter Tygon tubing to fit on the provided fittings and decrease head loss
in the system. Alternatively, perform more rigorous testing with a higher quality pump. We
recommend a pump designed by seabird Scientific, the SBE 5M Titanium Mini Submersible
Pump.
Additionally, instead of purchasing the solenoid pump, you may opt to use the onboard
pump from the Beagle’s CTD. However, the performance of the CTD pump when moving from
an open environment to a closed one may ultimately damage the CTD pump. We recommend
testing the water emitted from the CTD for contamination, flow rate, and impacts on sensors if
used for the water sampler. Alternatively, order a new 5P/5M pump from Seabird Scientific.

7 Design Verification
Several of our design specifications were verified by inspection and analysis, such as our
product’s volume and cost. However, some components required testing to ensure our design
specifications were met. A complete list of our design verification plan and their statuses, along
with the test procedures for each test may be found in Appendix K. The following subsections
detail the results of the tests we performed, how well we met our design specifications, and tests
that we were unable to complete. Our verification prototype that was used in testing is shown
below in Figure 47.

Figure 47 – Verification Prototype, fully assembled
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7.1 Solenoid Pump Feasibility
Initially we disassembled the Fluid-o-Tech solenoid pump to check for water protection,
since the device has no IP rating. The disassembled pump is shown below in Figure 48.

Figure 48 – Disassembled Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump

It could not be determined if the device is potted but the electrical components are
encased. The device was reassembled and then tested for electrical compatibility with the
UROV. While the solenoid pump manufacturer states the device is AC, its electrical schematic
requires a diode. This means that the AC signal can only go in one direction. Therefore, we
tested the solenoid pump with a DC supply and microcontroller to mimic the AC supply with a
diode. The solenoid pump operated as desired, indicating that the pump can be used on the
UROV without requiring any intensive modifications to the electrical umbilical cable.

7.2 Pressure Testing
Our sponsor, Dirk Rosen, received our verification prototype (excluding the valve) and
performed hyperbaric tests while the system operated. As a result of COVID-19 we were unable
to perform pressure testing with our sponsor. The tested system consisted of the IV bag, tubing,
fittings, solenoid pump, and SubConn connector. A new IV bag was used for each test. The
system was controlled by a ZZ-22PK PWM driver. This series of pressure testing validated the
majority our design specifications. A picture of the pressure chamber’s pressure readout and the
electrical connection that enabled us to run the pump while submersed and under pressure is
shown below in Figure 49.
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Figure 49 – Hyperbaric chamber pressure gauge (left) and lid/electrical connection (right).

The first half of the test (up to 600 psi) was performed using oil to ensure the electrical
connections were not damaged. The medium was later changed to tap water. Pressure testing in a
seawater environment has not yet been performed. Note that the hyperbaric chamber is a thick
metal cylinder so we could not make visual observations outside of what the multimeter read
while the test is performed. Figure 50, below, shows how the pump and IV bag were inserted
(left) and shows a successful test by a full IV bag being retrieved from the chamber (right.)

Figure 50 – Insertion of Solenoid Pump into chamber (left), retrieval of sample (right).

From hyperbaric testing we found that all devices and fittings could withstand pressures
of at least 1500 psi without plastic deformation. However, sample collection was not reliable at
pressures greater than 600 psi.
We suspect failure is due to air trapped within the system, whether that be in the IV bag,
the IV tubing, or the solenoid pump. There is a chance that the solenoid pump is mechanically
unable to operate at high pressures, but that does not explain the low reliability seen at low
pressures and we designed to minimize pressure differentials. To determine if the failure is
mechanical or if there is an air bubble causing unforeseen issues, we would need to assemble the
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pump in the medium and run the test again. Due to complications of COVID-19, we were unable
to utilize the hyperbaric chamber for a second round of tests and as a result we were unable
determine the root cause of this failure. Failures at both low and high pressures are likely a result
of the same cause. However, without knowing the cause of the failure, we are unable to qualify
our pump for reliable operation.
In one test, the IV bag was over-filled and popped. Since our system does not have a
flowmeter built in, we cannot be sure how much liquid has gone into the system over a given
amount of time. We had believed the flow rate would be constant but as the backpressure built
up the bag seemed to fill at different rates. We advise that once a reliable pump, length of tubing,
and all fittings are determined, to connect them together and measure the time required to fill at
the surface. Time to fill at depth should not exceed this found time.
No water ingress into the pump electrical system was noted through the duration of the
pressure testing.

7.3 Valve Flow Test
The tested system consisted of the open IV bag, tubing, fittings, solenoid valve, and DC
power supply. The IV bag was cut open to add the water to the system. A measuring cup was
used to determine the volume of each sample. For the purposes of testing, the system is gravity
reliant. The solenoid valve was controlled by a DC power supply. This series of valve flow
testing validated the majority our design specifications. A picture of the testing setup we used is
shown below in Figure 51.

Figure 51 – Test setup for various volumes of water flowing through the valve.
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The IV bag was filled at varying amounts of water and was held above the solenoid
valve. For the exhaust port, no power was applied to any solenoid. We also tested the flow rate
through the side ports by powering their respective solenoid. We recorded the amount of time it
took to flow through the valve. The results for our test are shown below in Table 7.
Table 7 – Valve Flow Test Results
Outlet Port
B

T

A

Volume, mL
200
300
400
500
200
300
400
500
200
300
400
500

Time, s
40
58
72
95
35
48
66
72
37
62
101
114

This test was performed to see if each port on the valve behaved consistently with the
others. To check this, we performed a statistical uncertainty analysis. The results are provided
below.

Figure 52 – Statistical Uncertainty of Flow rates through various ports

These tests show that there is increased head while flowing inlet to exhaust, than while
taking a sample, for the valve. This should not be extrapolated to the system when using much
more tubing, however gives a good approximation for what multiple valves in series may cause.

7.4 Contamination
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The fidelity of our samples requires the IV bag and the system with which the water
flows through until it reaches the IV bag be clean and free of contaminants. This test is to see
whether the thin membrane wall of the IV bag would allow for the absorption of its local
environment over time. We performed this test by submersing a filled-IV bag in a tub of salt
water and quantified how much of the local environment was absorbed by the IV bag by
measuring the conductivity of the water at 4, 8, and 16 hours exposure to the salt water bath.
These exposure times mimic what the system would expect on a given expedition. The test
apparatus is shown below in Figure 53.

Figure 53 – Test setup for contamination absorption.

By measuring the change in resistance of the initial sample we could calculate how much
of the local environment was absorbed into our sample bags. Note that the salt inside the jug has
been dissolved in warm tap water and the tap water for the jug and sample bags is from the same
source. All samples were filled with 400 mL of tap water. The results are tabulated below in
Table 8.
Table 8 – Contamination Testing Results
Item
Saltwater
Sample A
Sample B
Sample C

Initial Resistance, 𝑘Ω
180
880
870
830

Final Resistance, 𝑘Ω
190
860
880
810

ΔΩ
+10
-20
+10
-20

The numbers read by the multimeter seemed calm at times but at other times tended to
fluctuate. The multimeter probes were left in each sample for up to 10 minutes per sample to
stabilize and were checked several times. The results shown above have ΔΩ within error of the
multimeter, prong distance, and other various factors. For our purposes, we believe that the IV
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bags will not absorb contaminants from their local environment during a dive of less than 16
hours.
This test could also be conducted using a small battery but the distance between the
positive and negative prongs will cause greater fluctuation in your readout. This test was
performed with all probes 1 cm apart.

7.5 Impact Rating
Impact capability of the cage, cage door, and the mounting bulkhead were tested by
dropping a 5 kg weight from 1.25 feet on each component individually. This height and weight
are representative of the IK10 impact rating test. All components passed the test with no visible
damage or deformation. Note that drop tests were not performed on the pump, valve, subplate, or
fittings as they are purchased from a manufacturer who has already qualified their product for
impacts.

7.6 Future Testing Recommendations
There are several other tests that we wish to perform to qualify our product as seaworthy
and to ensure our design specifications are met. Tests that were not performed are tabulated in
the Design Verification Plan (DVP) found in Appendix K. Tests that do not have a color marked
in the Pass/Fail column have not been tested.
Future tests should use a higher resolution pressure gauge (50 psi increments), and the
chamber should be pressurized at rates that are more likely to be seen by the system. In our tests,
the system was pressurized multiple times faster than would be expected during a normal dive
and may have led to unexpected failure modes.
To determine the cause of failure in the system at various pressures, we suggest
assembling the pump while it is submersed in liquid in order to remove any potential for air
pockets. Additionally, priming the IV tube line and the IV bag with liquid before connecting it to
the system may help alleviate backpressure buildup due to air pockets. Testing with this
modification may provide a better picture of what is going on in the system at high pressures and
may ultimately point to a solution to increase the reliability of the system.
The solenoid valve and the full system with the valve were not pressure tested. The valve
is rated far beyond our expected operating pressures and flow rate, producing minimal head loss
according to manufacturer specifications. However, the valve enables more opportunity for air
pockets which could further reduce the effectiveness of the pump.
To prevent the sample bag from popping again, we suggest adding a flowmeter to the
inlet of the system and performing hyperbaric tests again. This should be done initially without
the valve. Then, it should be done with the valve to determine if the added equipment in the
flowline causes variation in flow rate. In addition to this, the system should be tested at sea level
with varying duty cycles and compared against the system without the valve. Like previously
suggested, this would determine the effect of the valve on the flowrate of the system. Data from
this test could be used to infer the feasibility of future replacement pumps or systems, such as the
CTD.
Because the CTD is an expensive system and is also tied to other diagnostic equipment,
testing is highly recommended. The CTD operates in an open-loop when inlet flows from
ambient water and exhausts back to ambient water, but our system would require it to become a
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temporary closed-loop system. We are not sure whether this will have any effect on the pump or
the instrumentation along the CTD flowline and neither is the manufacturer or vendor of the
CTD system. Closed-loop testing is recommended with the CTD pump before performing
closed-loop testing with sensors in the flow path.

7.7 Design Compliance with Requirements
Table 9, below, lists our requirements and our design’s ability to meet them. Yellow
compliance indicates further testing is required or full testing was not completed, whereas green
means the requirement has been met, either through analysis or testing. Red compliance means
the specification was not satisfactorily met through current design and procedures. These
compliance methods may be “A” – Analysis, “T” - Testing, “I” - Inspection, or by “S” Similarity with an existing design.
Table 9 – Requirements Compliance
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Specification
Leakage
Size
Reliability
Cost
Contamination
Electrical Load
Electrical Interface
Payload Volume
Buoyancy
Pressure Capability
Impact Resistance
Cleanability

Compliance
T, I
A, I
T
I
T, S
A, T
A, I
I
A
A, T
T
T, S

As seen above, most requirements were met but the system failed to meet the desired
reliability. Our system could not operate reliably at low pressures and did not operate at
pressures beyond 500 psi. We were unable to find conclusive evidence as to why our system was
failing or a way to fix the issue as a result of limited access to required testing equipment. Future
testing may find the root cause of failure and lead to a way to significantly improve the reliability
of this system. Testing using more expensive pumps than our budget would allow is suggested if
reliability is desired to improve without further testing and troubleshooting.
However, our system was designed to circumnavigate pressure differentials and has been
tested to have the capability to withstand pressures beyond our operating point. We also
determined that our design is protected from contamination from the local environment and that
with proper handling procedures, our contamination specification will be met. Our system
interfaced with equipment that would be used onboard the UROV during pressure testing and
therefore our system meets the electrical interface and load requirements. While our system is
not neutrally buoyant, its weight in water will have a negligible effect on the UROV.
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8 Project Management
8.1 Timeline
Winter Quarter
A scope of work will be approved for the project sponsor early in this quarter, enabling
the ideation phase. Ideation consists of brainstorming as many possible solutions to the problem,
including improvements upon designs we have previously researched. In this quarter, we will
have settled on a preliminary design. This design will be modeled using CAD and will be peer
reviewed.
This preliminary design will be presented in the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) report
and presented to the sponsor. The report outlines our design choices, including alternative design
choices that were considered, and describes the specifications that define our problem. It also
provides an overview of the project’s purpose and scope. Additionally, the report states our
overall design direction and justifications for our decisions. In this report, we also outline the
tasks that will be done before the Critical Design Review (CDR).
Spring Quarter
Following the Preliminary Design Review, we will make changes to our design as
determined by action items following peer review and comments from the sponsor. We will then
enter the Detailed Design phase. The project focus will be to refine our design and begin
prototyping and manufacturing. To prepare for the CDR we will conduct more formal analyses
to predict the behavior of our device under pressure, as well as conduct preliminary prototype
tests to see if IV bags will withstand even modest pressure. We will perform Failure Modes
Effects and Analysis (FMEA) to ensure the safety of our design and look at our design from an
ease of manufacturing and assembly standpoint. The CDR will include all the information from
the PDR as well as the complete, final design, along with manufacturing and testing plans for our
device. Our reach goal is to have an experimental prototype, rather than a structural prototype, by
the end of Spring quarter so that Mr. Rosen will be able to test our device at depth. This will give
us critical feedback over the summer so we may adjust accordingly. As such, we expect to have
ordered a solenoid valve by May 6th.
Fall Quarter
After the CDR, we discovered that we may have the opportunity to use the CTD pump as
a modified solution. We ordered the parts necessary to convert to that configuration.
Additionally, we opted to order the subplate from an online supplier as opposed to having it
manufactured in the school shops on a CNC mill. After receiving sponsor approval for material
procurement, we began testing our final prototype. Unfortunately, due to extraneous
circumstances, we were not able to rerun a modified test with slowed descent for our solenoid
pump or valve. Tests were completed to verify the correct valve orientation for our system, and
that the spool type matched our preliminary analysis. A website was formed to be hosted on the
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Cal Poly website as a display of our project and work. We have compiled this Final Design
Review (FDR) to be presented upon the culmination of this project. This report contains the
entire process of the project, including all information from the CDR and information about the
success of the prototype in performance and manufacturing.

9 Conclusion
This document is meant to be an agreement between the project team and the sponsor
about the scope of the project and the final design choice. This document is a compilation of
research, diagrams, tables, concepts, prototypes, analysis, and relevant information that has been
used in the development of the project to this point. Our design choice has been justified
although we may iterate our design to best optimize it up until our Final Design Review (FDR).
The Confirmation Prototype Review was on October 20, 2020. The Final Design Review will
follow this on November 24, 2020. A report of this design review will be sent to Mr. Rosen on
December 1, 2020 and will contain updates to our design and drawings, how manufacturing and
testing went, and contain suggests for our sponsor on how to proceed with the project if further
steps are necessary.
As far as this project has been driven, there is more to be completed. In order of
completion, the valve should be verified to work at pressure, and all components should be
connected to the CTD pump. Flow rates in the existing tubing should be verified, and a
determination should be made as to whether larger tubing is indeed required. Concurrently, a test
must be run to determine if the CTD alters seawater significantly. Seawater samples from a
control environment, as well as samples from the same environment which are additionally ran
through the CTD, should be tested for variances. This test will determine if a new Seabird SBE
5M Titanium Mini Submersible Pump is required. Additionally, testing in sea water ought to be
the next step, and components should be verified to work reliably. Before testing, a sacrificial
anode such as zinc ought to be added to the valve plate, or any added metal material.
With these tests completed, the sampler ought to be ready to test in situ.
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Appendix A

Quality Functional Deployment Diagram
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Appendix B

Gantt Chart
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Appendix C

Preliminary Analysis

To determine the largest external pressure our device must be capable of withstanding, we
calculated the hydrostatic pressure using
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑚𝑔 𝜌𝑉𝑔
=
=
= 𝜌𝑔ℎ
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝐴
𝐴

This equation was used to plot the pressure gradient we anticipate our vehicle to feel as it travels
to its maximum operational depth in seawater.

We then applied a safety factor of two to our calculations, resulting in approximately 900
psi as our pressure requirement. A plot of the pressure gradient with an imbedded safety factor is
shown below.
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Appendix D

Design Ideas

Below are several sketches of some of the design ideas we had, including a motorized butterfly
valve and ball valve, a syringe, and a one-way ballast.
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Appendix E

Pugh Matrices and Morphology Table
Pugh Matrix: Collecting Water (Open/Close)

Criteria
Structurally Withstand 900psi
No Sample Contamination
Cost <$400
Easily Cleaned
Size does not block thrusters
Has Sample Volume 0.5L
Uses 6, 12 or 24 V
Will not leak
Easily Manufactured
Openable/Closable at 900 psi
No Trapped Air
Rank

Butterfly
0
1
1
-1
0
1
1
0
0
-1
0
5

Ballast
0
1
-1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
2

Syringe
0
1
1
0
-1
1
1
0
0
0
0
2

Solenoid
0
1
-1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
2

IV Bag
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

Ball Valve
0
1
-1
0
0
1
1
0
0
-1
0
6

Hinge
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
-1
0
-1
0
6

Niskin
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
8

Weight
-1
"Worse"
0
"Neutral"
1
"Better"

Pugh Matrix: Transfer Sample
Criteria
Able to be added/removed
No Sample Contamination
Cleanable
Neutrally Buoyant
Corrosion Resistnat
Has Sample Volume 0.5L
Uses 6 or 12 V
Will not leak
Rank

Clips
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Rigid
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Suitcase
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
3
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IV bag
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Syringe
-1
-1
0
1
1
1
1
1
2

Niskin
0
-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4

Weight
-1
"Worse"
0
"Neutral"
1
"Better"

Pugh Matrix: Isolate Sample
Criteria
Withstand 900psi
No Sample Contamination
Cost <$400
Easily Cleaned
Size does not block thrusters
Has Sample Volume 0.5L
Uses 6 or 12 V
Will not leak
Sterile Prior to sample take
Isolated After Sample Taken
Rank

IV
Bag
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

Chinese Fingertrap

Ballast

Syringe

Solenoid

Niskin Bottle

Weight

0
0
0
-1
1
-1
1
0
-1
0
4

1
1
1
0
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
2

0
1
1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
5

1
1
1
-1
1
0
0
1
1
1
5

1
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
5

-1
"Worse"

Solenoid
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

Niskin Bottle
1
-1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
3

0
"Neutral"
1
"Better"

Pugh Matrix: Protect Sample
Criteria
Withstand 900psi
No Sample Contamination
Cost <$400
Easily Cleaned
Size does not block thrusters
Has Sample Volume 0.5L
Will not leak
# of Samples Per Dive
Withstand Drops
Rank

IV Bag
0
1
1
1
-1
1
0
1
0
3

Chinese Finger trap
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
6

Ballast
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
2
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Syringe
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
3

Weight
-1
"Worse"
0
"Neutral"
1
"Better"

Morphology Table
No.
1
2
3
4

Sub-Function
Protect Sample
Transfer Sample
Collect Sample
Isolate Sample

Concept
1
2
Plastic
Metal
Threaded
Clipped
Pump
Pressure Osmosis
Bag
Tube
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3
Rubber
Magnetized
Vacuum
Ballast

Appendix F

Analysis

Appendix F.1

Pump Analysis

An analysis was performed to determine the desired power output of a pump using a pipe length
of 5 feet with a height of 3 feet from the pump centerline. The desired fill time is based on a 500
mL volume.
Results from this analysis are to be used to determine the adequacy of a motor or the
required head of the system based on varying parameters. Each parameter is discussed in the
following subsections.

Appendix F.1.1

Power Consumption by Tube Size

Assumptions:
• Fill Time is 30 seconds
• External pressure has no effect on power consumption due to 0 pressure differential
between inlet and outlet
• Darcy friction factor is equivalent to 𝑓 = 0.01, 𝛾 = 63.9 𝑙𝑏𝑚/𝑓𝑡 3 (seawater at STP)
• 5 psi drop across valve
The resulting graph is shown below in Figure 54.
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Figure 54 – Power Consumption by Tube Size

Analytical results indicate that diameters of 1/8” or less cause the greatest headloss.
Doubling pipe diameter drastically reduces pump head requirement.

Appendix F.1.2

Power Consumption by Flow Rate

Assumptions:
• External pressure has no effect on power consumption due to 0 pressure differential
between inlet and outlet
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• Darcy friction factor is equivalent to 𝑓 = 0.01, 𝛾 = 63.9 𝑙𝑏𝑚/𝑓𝑡 3 (seawater at STP)
• Tube diameter is 1/8”
• 5 psi drop across valve
The resultant graph is shown below in Figure 55.
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Figure 55 – Power Consumption by Flow Rate

Faster fill times require significantly larger pump head. Note that a fill time of 5 seconds
corresponds to a flow rate of 1.5 GPM.

Appendix F.1.3

Power Consumption by Depth

Assumptions:
• External pressure has no effect on power consumption due to 0 pressure differential
between inlet and outlet at all depths; assumed does not affect shafts
• Darcy friction factor is equivalent to 𝑓 = 0.01, 𝛾 = 63.9 𝑙𝑏𝑚/𝑓𝑡 3 (seawater at STP)
• Tube diameter is 1/8”
• Fill time is 30 seconds
• 5 psi drop across valve
The graph is shown on the next page in Figure 56.
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Figure 56 – Power Consumption by Depth

Note that power requirement does not increase with depth. This assumption may hold
valid for shaftless pumps but may be invalid for shafted motors.
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Appendix F.2

Fittings and Tubing FEA

An analysis was run using Abaqus to determine the effect of 1000 psi on the selected
fittings and tubing used in the system with a vacuum on its interior. Material dimensions and
properties for the tube were supplied by the manufacturer; PVC pipe of .116 ID .160 OD. The
fitting was modeled as the same size as the tubing as a worst-case scenario, as they cannot
plastically deform without permanent damage. The fitting is modeled as brass. These tubes were
modeled as a shell with 9 integration points. Nonlinear analysis was turned on, and a quadratic
element type selected.
Assumptions:
• Interior is a vacuum that causes no initial deflection.
• Hydrostatic external loading acts only along the cylindrical surface area and results in
symmetry, therefore, no boundary conditions are applied as they will over constrain the
part.
• Edge effects are neglected as they will be reinforced by other connections and materials.
• A fitting that is the same size and thickness as the tube is representative of the worst case
scenario for all fittings in our system.
The results for the brass fittings are shown below in Figure 57. The results for the PVC tubing
are show in Figure 58.

Figure 57 – Brass Fittings FEA results. Von mises stress on the left, deflection on the right.

Figure 58 – PVC Tubing FEA results. Von mises stress on the left, deflection on the right.
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Safety factors were then calculated based on the yield strength of the materials, and the
results are shown in the figures above. These safety factors are shown in Table 10.
Table 10 – Fittings and Tubing Safety Factors

Item
Brass Fitting
PVC Tubing

Safety Factor
3.0
1.3

Deformation
0.1%
1%

Note that the PVC tubing has a low safety factor. However, the PVC is flexible and can
therefore accommodate large deformation as compared to the brass fitting. Having a material that
is more compliant would help to negate the pressure differential but may also cause higher pump
head requirements. Our analysis shows us that our fittings have acceptable strength, especially
when the PVC tubing is upgrade to a larger diameter with thicker walls. The deformation in the
PVC tubing results in an inner diameter within which our pump can still easily supply the requisite
head to fill the bag in under two minutes, although increasing the diameter of the pipe away from
standard IV tubing would be preferred.
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Appendix G

Indented Bill of Materials
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Reference Table 11 for the links to the parts shown in the BOL on the previous page..
Table 11 – Web links to items on the BOL
Vendor

Vendor Part #

Part
#

FluidoTech

1106WAAAM9V0000

11110

FluidoTech

C1A

11111

FluidoTech

NA

11112

SubConn

BH8F/BH8M

11120

Northern
Tool

GRH-01-3C2-D24-D-NP-33

Daman

AD03SPS6P

12110

Home Depot

SKU #314954

12111

Amazon

jbf_125-2B

12112

Grainger

2KHR6

11140

Mountainside
Healthcare

NA

13110

Grainger

6AFH6

15100

Link
https://www.fluidotech.it/en/products/technologies/solenoid-pumps/monoseries/
https://www.fluidotech.it/en/products/technologies/solenoid-pumps/monoseries/
https://www.fluidotech.it/en/products/technologies/solenoid-pumps/monoseries/
https://www.macartney.com/what-we-offer/systems-andproducts/connectors/subconn/subconn-circular-series/subconn-circular-6-8and-10-contacts/

12100 https://www.northerntool.com/shop/tools/product_200737726_200737726

https://www.applied.com/c-brands/c-damanproducts/ad03sps6p/Directional-Valve-Subplate/p/100171272
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Husky-3-8-in-Male-x-1-4-in-FemaleReducer-HDA30400AV/100026474
https://www.amazon.com/FasParts-Brass-Straight-MaleHose/dp/B0131CLIPO
https://www.grainger.com/product/PNEUMADYNE-INC-Barbed-x-MNPTStraight-Male-2KHR6
https://www.mountainside-healthcare.com/products/500-ml-sodium-chloride0-9-for-injection-iv-bag
https://www.grainger.com/product/GRAINGER-APPROVED-Barbed-HoseFitting-6AFH6
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Appendix H

Drawings

Appendix H.1

Full Assembly, Part #10000
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Appendix H.2

Full Assembly Exploded View, Part #10000
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Appendix H.3

Pump Sub Assembly, Part #11000
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Appendix H.4

Pump Bulkhead, part #11100
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Appendix H.5

Solenoid Pump, Part #11110

84

Appendix H.6

Solenoid Pump Exploded View, Part #11110
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Appendix H.7

Pump Retaining Brackets, Part #11130

86

Appendix H.8

Valve Sub Assembly, Part #12000

87

Appendix H.9

Hydraulic Solenoid Valve, Part #12100

88

Appendix H.10 Hydraulic Solenoid Valve, Part #12100
Please refer to https://www.daman.com/d03-subplates for alternative D03 subplates
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Appendix H.11 Water Storage Sub Assembly, Part #13000

90

Appendix H.12 IV Cage, Part #13100

91

Appendix H.13 IV Cage Door, Part #13200
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Appendix I

Product Specification

Appendix I.1

•

Connectors

Ought to be NPT pipe threads
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•
•

Must be non-corrosive metal
Attempt to not mix metals

Appendix I.2

Pumps

94

95

96

Appendix I.3

Valve

97

98

Appendix I.4

Tubing

99

Appendix I.5

IV Bags

100

101

Appendix I.6

Subplate
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Appendix J

Operator’s Manual

Parts List:
Requisite fasteners for the valve and pump are supplied by the vendor.
Table 12 – Parts List and Sourcing
Vendor

Part #

Description

Link

FluidoTech

1106WAAAM
9V0000

Mono Series Pump
"AA" Coil

https://www.fluidotech.it/en/products/technologies
/solenoid-pumps/mono-series/

FluidoTech

C1A

Diode

https://www.fluidotech.it/en/products/technologies
/solenoid-pumps/mono-series/

FluidoTech

NA

Metal Bracket

https://www.fluidotech.it/en/products/technologies
/solenoid-pumps/mono-series/

Amazon

NA

½ NPTF
¼ NPTM

https://www.amazon.com/TEKTON-4734-2-InchFemale-Reducer/dp/B008TM18V6

Grainger

2KHU2

¼ FNPT
1/8Barbed

https://www.grainger.com/product/PNEUMADY
NE-INC-Barbed-x-FNPT-Straight-Female2KHU2

Grainger

2KHR6

¼” MNPT
1/8" Barb

https://www.grainger.com/product/PNEUMADY
NE-INC-Barbed-x-MNPT-Straight-Male-2KHR6

Grainger

1DFY8

1/2"NPTF
1/8" NPTM

https://www.grainger.com/product/PARKERBrass-Reducing-Adapter-1DFY8?

Northern
Tool

GRH-01-3C2D24-D-NP-33

https://www.northerntool.com/shop/tools/product_
200737726_200737726

Daman

AD03SPS6P

3 way/4 pos
Solenoid valve
Nickel plating
D03 Subplate

Amazon

jbf_125-2B

1/8" ID Barb
1/4" NPT Male

https://www.amazon.com/FasParts-Brass-StraightMale-Hose/dp/B0131CLIPO

3/8 in. Male
1/4 in. Female
Reducer

https://www.homedepot.com/p/Husky-3-8-inMale-x-1-4-in-Female-ReducerHDA30400AV/100026474

Home Depot SKU #314954

Amazon

ZK-PP2K

https://www.applied.com/c-brands/c-damanproducts/ad03sps6p/Directional-ValveSubplate/p/100171272

PWM, 8A Driver
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https://www.amazon.com/dpB07ZP16MYK

Fluid Type

WARNING

The Pump is designed for water use. Do not
use this pump if the inlet and outlet are not
submersed. Do not use the pump for other
fluids, especially not for fuels, cleaning
fluids, or other chemical products.

This device is not rated beyond depths of 500 ft.
Exercise caution when near, operating, or
maintaining this device. Refer to safety checklist
for addition warnings and precautions.
1. Risk of electric shock – Properly ground the
pump and valve. Both the pump and valve
will be exposed to salt water which may
increase potential for electric shock.
2. Risk of electric shock – Install and/or
maintain this device in a dry environment
3. Risk of electric shock – Ensure the system is
off before handling any device in the
system.
4. Position pump on a flat, level, solid surface.
5. The sample bag is plastic and can be torn.
Avoid handling sharp objects around the
sample bag. Do not puncture the sample
bag.
6. This device is intended to collect pure
samples, avoid contaminating the system.
Flush the system with DI water before and
after each use.
7. Ensure cleaning agent does not jeopardize
sample or device materials.
8. Provide ample work area and move around
the work area carefully, be mindful of others
working and bystanders.
9. Wear appropriate PPE. This may include
closed-toed shoes, protective glasses, and
gloves.
10. Do not use excessive force.

Power Supply
Use of SubConn or similar electrical
connectors is recommended when
connecting to the pump or valve.
1. The valve has two solenoids that each
require a 24 VDC supply.
2. The pump requires 24 VAC or 12 VDC
with PWM controller.

Installation Notes
This system is designed to be modular. The
pump, valve, and sample storage mounting
positions may be completely independent of
each other. Install away from ROV thrusters.
Note that performance will decrease and
tube routing complexity will increase as the
distance between the pump, valve, and
sample storages are increased.

Pre-Dive Test
We recommend that a pre-dive test is
performed to ensure the pump and valve are
operating as desired before each device.
With IV bags disconnected and with pump
turned on and inlet submersed in water:
1. Check water pressure exiting exhaust
port
2. Power valve 1. Check water pressure
exiting A port. Turn off valve 1.
3. Power valve 2. Check water pressure
exiting B port. Turn off valve 2.
4. Turn off power to pump and valve.

Notice
The warnings, precautions, and instructions
discussed in this operator’s manual cannot cover
all possible conditions and situations that may
occur. It must be understood by the operator that
common sense and caution are factors which
cannot be built into this product but must be
supplied by the operator.

Pre-dive check is passed if all ports exhaust
with adequate water pressure.
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General Operating Procedure

Sample Replacement

This operating procedure is developed on testing
in non-saltwater conditions.
Modifications to this procedure may have to be
done by the operator after preliminary test run at
depth.
Before ROV is submersed into the water:
1. Inject DI water into IV tubing.
2. Attach IV tubing to A or B valve port fitting.

Do not attempt sample replacement unless the
ROV is secured and the system is powered off.
Collection of the sample and restocking of the
sample bag is as follows:
1. Disconnect IV tubing from valve subplate
2. If the IV Cage is mounted to the ROV:
a. Loosen the cage door. It is a tapered
fit and will become looser as it pulls
out
b. Push on the IV bag through the
entrance port as you remove the
cage door.
c. Retrieve IV bag and replace with
new sterile, empty IV bag.
3. If the IV cage is not mounted to the ROV:
a. Remove cage door.
b. Remove IV bag and replace with
new sterile, empty IV bag.

When the ROV is submersed into the water:
1. Ensure the valve is off so fluid flow will
exhaust rather than enter the IV bags.
2. Prime the pump by turning the pump on at
60Hz for 30 seconds.
Note that priming will be most effective when
performed at depths shallower than 15 feet.
When ROV is positioned at collection site:
1. Avoid debris fields and kicking up fine
sediment. This may cause clogs in the
system.
2. Turn pump on at 35% duty cycle. Look at
the indicator tufts to ensure fluid is flowing
through the pump
3. Apply power to desired solenoid.
4. Operating pump cycle for no longer than 2
minutes at depth.

Maintenance

5. Annotate which port is used to avoid
accidental overfilling in future collections.

Basic maintenance is recommended after every
expedition. Performance may be degraded if the
system is not maintained after several days of
operation or within a week after operation.
With IV bags disconnected and system powered
off:
1. Flush/Purge system with fresh water then
distilled water. Purge the Exhaust (T), and
vent ports (A), (B).
2. Check the brass fittings, and tubing for
wear, damage, and clogs.
3. Replace items as needed.

CAUTION: Overfilling the sample bag by
varying duty cycle or exceeding run time may
result in bag rupture and loss of sample.

Check and regrease O-rings every 10 dives.
Inspect solenoid valve ports for abrasion while
inspecting O-rings.

CAUTION: Retest duty cycle and fill rate for
alternate pumps. Fill rate will change based
on pump and operating depth.
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Assembly and Installation:
Mechanical
1. Attach the barbed fitting onto the pump.

2. Attach the 3/8” to 1/4” reducer to the subplate on ports P, A and B. Then, screw on the 1/4”
to 1/8” barb fitting. If using the CTD, attach the 3/8” barb instead of the 1/4” to 1/8” barb.

3. If using mounting plate, bolt the mounting plate into place before installing the subplate and
pump bulkhead. Note that the valve will stick 2 inches out in either direction of ports A and
B. Ensure that the top of the subplate, with the 4 valve holes and 4 valve mounting holes, is
facing up. If not using the mounting plate, proceed to step 4.
4. Bolt subplate into position on UROV. If using the mounting plate, bolt the subplate into
position on the mounting plate.
5. Align the valve on the subplate so that the valve letters P and T match and are in line with the
subplate and then bolt down.
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6. Insert pump onto bulkhead slot and bolt down using supplied PLA brackets.

7. Bolt pump bulkhead to desired position on UROV. If using the mounting plate, bolt the
bulkhead into position on the mounting plate. Connect the pump to the P valve by using an
IV tube of desired length.
a. Note: Shorter IV tubing with less bends produces best results. Do not force the tubing
into tight turns as this may cause kinks which can cause pump failure or damage
pump.
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8. Place IV bag in cage, close cage door by press fit.
9. Place Cage in desired position on the UROV and attach to ROV using zipties.

10. Attach IV bag tubing to valve. Note that ports A and B are the only ports that the IV bag
should be attached to.
a. Note: It is highly recommended that the tubing is secured and stowed to prevent
tugging, entanglement, and potentially failed collection or damaged equipment.
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Electrical
11. Connect power supply to valve.
12. Connect power supply to pump. Note that the positive terminal has a white “+” above it.

13. Secure electrical wiring to UROV frame using zip ties.
14. Secure and route wires from bulkhead to electrical mains.
15. Ground and insulate as required. Check electrical setup after installation.
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Disassembly
Note: You do not need to disassemble this product in order to retrieve the sample. Disassembly
should only be performed in the event of pump failure or if a clog is suspected.
1. Disconnect IV tubing from valve.
2. Remove IV bag from cage.
3. Place one hand on the pump to hold it in place, then unbolt the pump from the mounting
bulkhead
4. Keeping your hand on the pump, remove the tubing from the pump to the valve subplate.
5. Remove the pump from the bulkhead by unbolting the coverplate.
6. Place one hand on the valve to hold it in place, then unbolt the valve from the subplate.
7. Unbolt the subplate from the UROV frame.
8. Cut the zip ties on the cage and remove the bulkhead.
9. Remove fittings from the subplate and pump.
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Appendix K

Design Verification Plan
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Appendix L

Test Procedures

Test Procedure
Item 1: Valve Electrical System Water Ingress at 1000 psi
Location: MARE Test Facility

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
Submerse the solenoid valve into a liquid filled hyperbaric chamber and pressurize. After running a ramped
pressure cycle, remove the valve and inspect the electric system for water ingress.

Acceptance Criteria:
IP67: Electrical compartment is free of water droplets.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•

Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control Solenoid Valve
2L or greater hyperbaric chamber with hermetically sealed electrical connection port
SubConn 3-pin electrical connector
Safety Goggles

Testing Protocol:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fill the hyperbaric chamber with oil.
Gently place the valve, with its valve open, into the oil filled chamber. Do not drop the valve.
Connect the valve to the cap electrical connector. Place and seal the lid onto the hyperbaric chamber.
Increase pressure to 150 psi. Maintain pressure for 1 minute.
Decrease pressure. Once completely depressurized, remove the valve.
Inspect the valve electrical system for liquid ingress and annotate results.
Repeat steps 2 through 6. Increase pressure to the immediate next pressure as listed in the table below.

Data:
Pressure
150
300
450
600
750
900
1000

Annotation/Result

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 2: Pump Electrical System Water Ingress at 1000 psi
Location: MARE Test Facility

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
Submerse the solenoid pump into a liquid filled hyperbaric chamber and pressurize. After running a ramped
pressure cycle, remove the pump and inspect the electric system for water ingress.

Acceptance Criteria:
IP67: Electrical compartment is free of water droplets.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•

Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
2L or greater hyperbaric chamber with hermetically sealed electrical connection port
SubConn 3-pin electrical connector
Safety Goggles

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fill the hyperbaric chamber with oil.
Gently place the pump into the oil filled chamber. Do not drop the pump.
Connect the pump to the cap electrical connector. Place and seal the lid onto the hyperbaric chamber.
Increase pressure to 150 psi. Maintain pressure for 1 minute.
Decrease pressure. Once completely depressurized, remove the pump.
Inspect the pump electrical system for liquid ingress and annotate results.
Repeat steps 2 through 6. Increase pressure to the immediate next pressure as listed in the table below.

Testing Protocol:

Data:
Pressure
150
300
450
600
750
900
1000

Annotation/Result

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 3: Fittings, tubing, and adapter water ingress in shallow water
Location: Swimming Pool

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
Submerse the system, with fittings attached, into a swimming pool. Move the system through the water in
various patterns and check for air bubbles and inspect system upon removal from the water.

Acceptance Criteria:
IP67: Entire system is free of water droplets.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control Solenoid
Valve
500 mL IV Bag
1/8-in IV tubing
¼-in male NPT fitting
¼-in Female NPT fitting
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Testing Protocol:
1. While maintaining control of the entire system, submerse the system in the swimming
pool.
2. Move the system in various twists, bends, patterns and speeds for 5 minutes.
3. Note any air bubbles produced during movement.
4. Remove system from pool. Dry the exterior. Disassemble the system and check for water
drip. Annotate results.
5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 three separate times and annotate any observations.

Data:
Trial

Observation/Result
1
2
3

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 4: Valve opens and closes while submerged in a liquid at 1000 psi
Location: MARE Test Facility
Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
Submerse the solenoid valve into a liquid filled hyperbaric chamber and pressurize. Cycle valve
position while under pressure and inspect to see the valve actuated properly.

Acceptance Criteria:
Valve actuates successfully in 5 out of 5 trials.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•

Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control Solenoid Valve
2L or greater hyperbaric chamber with hermetically sealed electrical connection port
SubConn 3-pin electrical connector
Safety Goggles

Testing Protocol:
1. Fill the hyperbaric chamber with oil.
2. Gently place the valve, with its valve open, into the oil filled chamber. Do not drop the
pump.
3. Connect the valve to the cap electrical connector. Place and seal the lid onto the
hyperbaric chamber.
4. Increase pressure to 150 psi. Maintain pressure for 30 seconds.
5. Ramp in 150 psi increments, holding for 30 seconds at each new pressure setting before
proceeding to the next. Do not exceed 1000 psi.
6. Actuate the valve into the closed position.
7. Decrease pressure. Once completely depressurized, remove the valve from the chamber.
8. Inspect the valve and annotate whether the valve is closed or open.
9. Repeat steps 2 through 8. Increase pressure to the immediate next pressure as listed in the
table below.

Data:
Trial

Annotation/Result
1
2
3
4
5

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 5: Bag fills in a set amount of time
Location: Cal Poly SLO

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
Measure the time to fill 500 mL of water using solenoid pump connected using different
frequencies on the 12 VDC setup.

Acceptance Criteria:
Bag fills in less than 1 minute.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fluid-o-tech Solenoid Pump
1
/8 inch IV tubing
1
/4 inch MPT to 1/8 inch fitting
Motor Controller for varying Frequency (Function Generator)
24 VAC power source
500 mL measuring device
Flat ground
Big Tupperware
Timer

Testing Protocol:
1. Place the pump on flat ground and arrange the fittings and tubing in series attached to the
pump.
2. Fill Tupperware with water.
3. Submerge the input line into a sufficient amount of water.
4. Arrange the wiring so that it can easily be attached to the pump.
5. Prime the pump with water by running the system until air has left the tubing.
6. Place the output tubing into the measuring device and ready the timer.
7. Simultaneously start timing and turn on the pump at 30 Hz.
8. Measure the time it takes to fill 500mL of water and annotate on the table provided.
9. Drain or replace the IV bag and reconnect it to the system.
10. Repeat steps 3-7 two more times for a total of three trials at a given frequency.
11. Repeat Steps 6-7 with the rest of the frequencies.

Data:
Trial
1
2
3
Average

30 Hz

40 Hz

Frequency
50 Hz

Pass/Fail
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60 Hz

70 Hz

Test Procedure
Item 6: IV bag permeability test
Location: Cal Poly SLO

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
An IV bag is filled with DI water and then submersed in a bucket of salted water. After 8 hours,
the bag is removed, and the exterior cleaned. Then it is drained and tested for electrical
resistance.

Acceptance Criteria:
DMM reads <.1 MΩ for 5 of 5 samples.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

500 mL IV Bag
2 L or larger bucket
Salt
DMM
2 L Bucket
Timer
Water

Testing Protocol:
1. Fill the bucket with at least 2 L of water.
2. Add salt into the bucket and stir. For a 2 L bucket, add 1 TSP at a time.
3. Using a DMM, check the water has a resistance of 1-1.5 MΩ. Add salt if the resistance is
low, dilute with water if it is high.
4. Fill IV bag with DI water.
5. Insert the filled IV bag into the salt-water bucket.
6. Repeat this process for four additional IV bags, resulting in five total samples.
7. Set a timer for 8 hours.
8. After 8 hours, drain the IV bags across the DMM prongs and measure the resistance of
the water. Annotate results in the table provided.

Data:
Sample

Observation/Result
1
2
3
4
5

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 7: Buoyancy Test
Location: Swimming Pool

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
The system is placed in water to test its buoyancy.

Acceptance Criteria:
System will not submerge completely unless forced.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control Solenoid Valve
500 mL IV Bag
1/8-in IV tubing
¼-in male NPT fitting
¼-in Female NPT fitting

Testing Protocol:
1. While maintaining control of the entire system, submerse the system in the swimming
pool.
2. Gently release control of the system. Observe and annotate which sections of the system
begin to submerge, if any.
3. Remove system from pool.
4. Repeat steps 1 to 4 three separate times and annotate any observations.

Data:
Observation/Result

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 8: Primed Solenoid Pump can operate at pressure
Location: MARE Test Facility

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
The system is placed inside of a liquid filled hyperbaric chamber and pressurized to 1000 psi.
The solenoid valve is set to open. The solenoid pump switches to on. The IV bag is inspected for
fill after the chamber is de-pressurized and the system is removed.

Acceptance Criteria:
IV bag fills in 4 out of 5 samples.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control
Solenoid Valve
500 mL IV Bag
1/8-in IV tubing
¼-in male NPT fitting

•
•

¼-in Female NPT fitting
2L or greater hyperbaric chamber
with hermetically sealed electrical
connection port
SubConn 3-pin electrical connector
Safety Goggles

Testing Protocol:
1. Fill the hyperbaric chamber with oil.
2. Gently place the system into the oil filled chamber. Do not drop any component into the
chamber.
3. Connect the pump and valve to the cap electrical connector. Place and seal the lid onto
the hyperbaric chamber.
4. Increase pressure to 150 psi. Maintain pressure for 30 seconds.
5. Ramp in 150 psi increments, holding for 30 seconds at each new pressure setting before
proceeding to the next. Do not exceed 1000 psi.
6. Activate the solenoid pump for 1 minute, then turn the pump off.
7. Decrease chamber pressure. Once completely depressurized, remove the system from the
chamber.
8. Inspect the bag and annotate its fill level and other observations.
9. Repeat for a total of 5 trials.

Data:
Trial

Annotation/Result
1
2
3
4
5

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 9: Primed Solenoid Valve can operate at pressure
Location: MARE Test Facility

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
The system is placed inside of a liquid filled hyperbaric chamber and pressurized to 1000 psi.
The solenoid valve is set to closed initially. Then, it is cycled to open and the solenoid pump
begins to fill the IV bag. The valve is inspected for proper actuation after the system is depressurized.

Acceptance Criteria:
Valve successfully actuates in full system setup in 5 out of 5 trials

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control Solenoid Valve
500 mL IV Bag
¼-in male NPT fitting
¼-in Female NPT fitting
2L or greater hyperbaric chamber with hermetically sealed electrical connection port
• Safety GogglesTesting Protocol:
1. Fill the hyperbaric chamber with oil.
2. Gently place the system into the oil filled chamber. Do not drop any component into the
chamber.
3. Connect the pump and valve to the cap electrical connector. Place and seal the lid onto
the hyperbaric chamber.
4. Increase pressure to 150 psi. Maintain pressure for 30 seconds.
5. Ramp in 150 psi increments, holding for 30 seconds at each new pressure setting before
proceeding to the next. Do not exceed 1000 psi.
6. Actuate the valve to the open position.
7. Activate the solenoid pump for 1 minute, then turn the pump off.
8. Decrease chamber pressure. Once completely depressurized, remove the system from the
chamber.
9. Inspect the valve and bag and annotate the valve position, bag fill level, and other
observations.
10. Repeat for a total of 5 trials.

Data:
Trial

Annotation/Result
1
2
3
4
5
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Test Procedure
Item 10: IV Bag will not crush at pressure
Location: MARE Test Facility

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
The system is placed into a liquid filled hyperbaric chamber and pressurized to 1000 psi. The
evacuated IV bag is then filled with liquid. The pressure is then reduced, and the IV bag is
inspected for damage.

Acceptance Criteria:
4 of 5 samples have no leaks after being pressure cycled and filled.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control Solenoid Valve
500 mL IV Bag
1/8-in IV tubing
¼-in male NPT fitting
¼-in Female NPT fitting
2L or greater hyperbaric chamber with hermetically sealed electrical connection port
SubConn 3-pin electrical connector
Safety Goggles

Testing Protocol:
1. Fill the hyperbaric chamber with oil.
2. Gently place the system into the oil filled chamber. Do not drop any component into the
chamber.
3. Connect the pump and valve to the cap electrical connector. Place and seal the lid onto
the hyperbaric chamber.
4. Increase pressure to 150 psi. Maintain pressure for 30 seconds.
5. Ramp in 150 psi increments, holding for 30 seconds at each new pressure setting before
proceeding to the next. Do not exceed 1000 psi.
6. Actuate the valve to the open position.
7. Activate the solenoid pump for 1 minute, then turn the pump off.
8. Decrease chamber pressure. Once completely depressurized, remove the system from the
chamber.
9. Inspect the valve and bag and annotate the valve position, bag fill level, and other
observations.
10. Repeat for a total of 5 trials.
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Data:
Trial

Annotation/Result
1
2
3
4
5

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 11: Fittings, tubing, and adapters will not crush at pressure
Location: MARE Test Facility

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
The system is placed into a liquid filled hyperbaric chamber and pressurized to 1000 psi. The
pressure is then reduced, and the fittings, tubing, and adapters are inspected for damage.

Acceptance Criteria:
No plastic deformations are observed in any component in any trial.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control Solenoid Valve
500 mL IV Bag
1/8-in IV tubing
¼-in male NPT fitting
¼-in Female NPT fitting
2L or greater hyperbaric chamber with hermetically sealed electrical connection port
SubConn 3-pin electrical connector
Safety Goggles

Testing Protocol:
1. Fill the hyperbaric chamber with oil.
2. Gently place the system into the oil filled chamber. Do not drop any component into the
chamber.
3. Connect the pump and valve to the cap electrical connector. Place and seal the lid onto
the hyperbaric chamber.
4. Increase pressure to 150 psi. Maintain pressure for 30 seconds.
5. Ramp in 150 psi increments, holding for 30 seconds at each new pressure setting before
proceeding to the next. Do not exceed 1000 psi.
6. Actuate the valve to the open position.
7. Activate the solenoid pump for 1 minute, then turn the pump off.
8. Decrease chamber pressure. Once completely depressurized, remove the system from the
chamber.
9. Inspect the fittings, tubing, and adapters and report all observations.
10. Repeat for a total of 5 trials.
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Data:
Trial

Annotation/Result
1
2
3
4
5

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 12: Housing bulkhead 5-foot drop test
Location: Concrete floor

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
The housing bulkhead is dropped onto a hardwood surface from 5 feet with no imparted
momentum.

Acceptance Criteria:
Housing bulkhead does not break, splitter, or crack on any of 5 consecutive trials.
Required Materials:Housing bulkhead
• Safety goggles
• 5-foot drop apparatus

Testing Protocol:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Position a 5-foot drop apparatus over the concrete floor.
Place one edge of the housing bulkhead on the drop apparatus at the 5-foot mark.
Release the housing bulkhead.
Record any observed damage.
Repeat for a total of 5 trials.

Data:
Trial

Annotation/Result
1
2
3
4
5

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 13: Cage 5-foot drop test
Location: MARE Test Facility

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
The cage is dropped onto a hardwood surface from 5 feet with no imparted momentum.

Acceptance Criteria:
Cage does not break, splitter, or crack on any of 5 consecutive trials.

Required Materials:
•
•
•

Cage
Safety goggles
5-foot drop apparatus

Testing Protocol:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Position apparatus over concrete floor.
Place one edge of the cage on the apparatus at the 5-foot mark.
Release the cage bulkhead.
Record any observed damage.
Repeat for a total of 5 trials.

Data:
Trial

Annotation/Result
1
2
3
4
5

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 14: System 5-foot drop test
Location: MARE Test Facility

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
The system, with the pump, valve, and all fittings is dropped onto a concrete surface from 5 feet
with no imparted momentum.

Acceptance Criteria:
System has no notable damage and components still operate.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cage
Housing Bulkhead
5 foot drop apparatus
Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control Solenoid Valve
500 mL IV Bag
1/8-in IV tubing
¼-in male NPT fitting
¼-in Female NPT fitting
SubConn 3-pin electrical connector
Safety Goggles

Testing Protocol:
1. Position drop apparatus over concrete flooring.
2. Place the system flat on the drop apparatus at the 5-foot mark.
3. Standing behind the apparatus, slowly slide the system out from the furniture. Release the
system.
4. Record any observed damage.
5. Repeat for a total of 5 trials.

Data:
Trial

Annotation/Result
1
2
3
4
5
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Pass/Fail

Test Procedure
Item 15: Pump, valve, and tubing can be flushed by garden hose
Location: Anywhere with hose access

Prototype: Final Prototype

Description of Test:
The system is sprayed with a hose with limited disassembly and inspected for feasibility of
cleaning method.

Acceptance Criteria:
System can be effectively flushed within 5 minutes.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
Yuken Hydraulic Direct Control Solenoid Valve
Hose with water nozzle
1/8-in IV tubing
¼-in male NPT fitting
¼-in Female NPT fitting
Timer

Testing Protocol:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start a timer.
Disconnect IV bag from system.
Disconnect pump from the solenoid valve and spray interior of each device.
Continuing spraying until system is clean or until 5 minutes is reached. Annotate
effectiveness of cleaning method and recommended alternatives if it is deficient.

Data:
Annotation/Result

Pass/Fail
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Test Procedure
Item 1: Submerge Assembly

Description of Test:
Submerse the solenoid pump and IV bag during assembly to absolutely minimize any possible
air pockets present during subsequent test. After running a ramped pressure cycle, remove the IV
bag from the system while keeping the rest of the system submersed in the pressure chamber.

Acceptance Criteria:
IV Bag fills at 1000 psi. Results from each test circled, pictures where necessary. Take videos
when possible.

Required Materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fluid-o-Tech Solenoid Pump
500 mL IV Bag
100mL or larger syringe
1/8-in IV tubing
¼-in NPT to 1/8 in barbed fitting (pump to IV bag)
Small nut driver, wrench
Electrical leads
Safety Goggles
Pen/Pencil
Hyperbaric chamber with hermetically sealed electrical connection port
1 x 1L or greater clear Tupperware
1 x 1L or smaller clear Tupperware
Pressure Gauge ideally with resolution better than 200 psi.
Waterproof plastic bag (ziplock, aquarium, trashbag, grocery bag)
Ammeter

Testing Protocol:
1) Practice Disassembly and Reassembly at a workstation or table prior to test date.

a) Small parts can be separated into a small Tupperware (or similar) to avoid loss
b) Pump should be checked for proper operation after each disassembly
1. PASS / FAIL
2) Put a waterproof plastic bag (ziplock, aquarium, plastic), ORANGE, inside a large
Tupperware, GREEN.
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3) Fill the waterproof plastic bag with a significant amount of the testing oil (or a comparable
substance), YELLOW. Water is acceptable for initial assembly runs prior to test date, but oil
must be used on the test date.

4) Gently place the pump into the oil filled Tupperware. Use an oil that is transparent.
Disassemble, and reassemble the pump while maintaining full submersion. (Blindfold
optional). Disassembly notes are on the next page with an exploded view of the components
within the solenoid pump.
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Disassembly Notes:

a) First disassemble the four bolts with tiny nuts (21, 22). Note the bolts are
compressing springs on either end. The springs are light duty but may still try to eject
the flange or innards when you loosen the bolts.
b) Remove cover plate flanges (14) and slide out springs, outer casing, and inner tubing.
c) Disconnect the inner brass tube, turning the pieces end over end to remove all
bubbles.
d) Mind the 2 glass spheres (12, 12A) are returned to their proper position.
e) Begin reassembly of Pump:
i) Ensure proper seals on green gaskets to brass fittings.
ii) Double check the glass spheres are properly placed and seated.
iii) Slide springs into position, followed by outer coverings.
iv) Slide system into the solenoid.
v) Put all thread bolts through one end plate, and solenoid.
vi) With fingers holding bolts inline, press down cover plate and get each nut
threaded.
vii) Tighten nuts.
viii) Do not remove from submersion.
f) Verify working condition of the pump by connecting power and attempting to run
(still submersed and in Tupperware). Feel for water jet on pump outlet.
1. PASS / FAIL
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5) After disassembly and reassembly while submersed, transfer pump to hyperbaric chamber
from its submersed position in the Tupperware by using a waterproof plastic bag (ziplock,
aquarium, plastic).

6) Once situated in the hyperbaric chamber, with hyperbaric lid removed, prepare for a pump
subsystem test (no IV bag). The pump will stay submersed for the rest of the test.
a) Connect pump to power, verify pump is producing water jet at outlet via inspection
(while submersed), and that the pump will not breach the surface of the fluid
1. PASS / FAIL
b) Do a full pressure test from atmospheric to 1000psi. If possible, increase pressure
close to expected rate during a dive (<60 psi/min).
i) If necessary, increase pressure with steps no greater than 150 psi, maintaining
each new pressure for at least 90 seconds.
ii) At each step, turn the pump on for 10 seconds with a 35% Duty Cycle and
annotate the current draw.
1. PASS / FAIL @ 150psi Amperage: ____A
2. PASS / FAIL @ 300psi Amperage: ____A
3. PASS / FAIL @ 450psi Amperage: ____A
4. PASS / FAIL @ 600psi Amperage: ____A
5. PASS / FAIL @ 750psi Amperage: ____A
6. PASS / FAIL @ 900psi Amperage: ____A
7. PASS / FAIL @ 1000psi Amperage: ____A
8. NOT POSSIBLE
c) Return to atmospheric pressure, remove lid, and verify the pump is still working
(submersed) at ambient pressure by feeling the water jet at the pump outlet.
1. PASS / FAIL
7) After isolating the pump and it works through desired test range, prepare the IV bag sample
using the procedure described below:
a) Return to large Tupperware container
b) Prime the IV bag by inserting 100 mL of oil via syringe.
c) With tube pointed up, squeeze the bag to remove all air from both the bag and tube.
d) No air in the bag and tube is essential (some liquid is fine)
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e) The entire line, bag, should be open to the oil, with any air now escaped to the
surface.
1. PASS / FAIL, Take Picture
8) Connect the saturated IV bag (some liquid okay, must eliminate all air) to the submersed
pump.
a) Run the pump for 10 seconds and verify increased volume of fluid in the IV bag
i) The bag should maintain NO AIR after running the pump for 10 seconds
1. PASS / FAIL
b) Do a full pressure test from atmospheric to 1000psi. If possible, increase pressure
close to expected rate during a dive (<60 psi/min).
i) If necessary, increase pressure with steps no greater than 150 psi, maintaining
each new pressure for at least 90 seconds.
ii) Verify IV bag fill at 1000 psi by running the pump for 100 seconds at 35%
duty cycle.
1. PASS / FAIL @ 1050psi
2. Amperage: ____A
3. Duty Cycle: 35_%
9) Decrease pressure. Once completely depressurized, remove chamber lid and disconnect the
IV bag from the solenoid pump fitting without removing the solenoid pump from the liquid
in the chamber. Annotate condition of system.
1. Bag: FULL / PARTLY FULL / NO CHANGE
2. Pump still works: PASS / FAIL
3. Any crushed components: NO / YES
10) If the solenoid pump was not removed from the oil at any point during the test, then this test
can be repeated at a different pressure without needing to disassemble/assemble the pump.
11) On the next page, annotate any additional information for each pressure tested.
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Data:
Pressure
1000 psi

Annotation/Result
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Appendix M Safety Plan
Appendix M.1

Recommended Actions

As derived from the Hazard Checklist:
Item

Recommended Action

1

Constrain plastic bag
within a boundary box
Thorough FEA on
chamber cavities
Testing in a pressure
chamber
Design to mitigate
pressure differential,
select equipment rated
to 1000 psi

2
3
4

Responsible Person
Jenny

Estimated Completion
Date
Completed

Mike

Completed

Sponsor

10/10/20

Chandler

Completed

As derived from Design FMEA:
Item

Recommended Action

Responsible Person

Estimated Completion
Date

Design
5

Manufacture out of
plastic
Add cord/pin holes to
door to eliminate hinge
design
Flow rate <2 GPM
Test in pressure
chamber
Increase bag thickness
Increase tubing
thickness
Add mesh filter at inlet
Add protective sheath
for tubing

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

Mike

Completed

Jenny

Completed

Chandler
Sponsor

Completed
10/10

Chandler
Mike

10/12
10/12

Jenny
Jenny

10/12
10/12

Sponsor

10/22

Sponsor

10/22

Sponsor
Sponsor

10/22
10/22

Installation
14
15

16
17

Install away from ROV
thruster
Solder electrical
connections +
protective coating
Limit Wire Bends
Follow installation SOP
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Operation
18
19

20

Maintenance/PostOperation
21

22

Do not exceed 500 ft
depth
Avoid walls and
dangerous obstacles or
protrusions
Avoid debris fields and
kicking up fine
sediment

Sponsor

Allowed dive date

Sponsor

Allowed dive date

Sponsor

Allowed dive date

Fresh water then
distilled water system
flushing
Check O-rings, fittings,
tubing wear/damage

Sponsor

Allowed dive date

Sponsor

Allowed dive date

As derived from our Risk Assessment:
Item

Recommended Action

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Secure tube to UROV
Empty bag before use
Handle device carefully
Ground electrical
Insulate electrical
Check electrical setup
Dry work area
Wear PPE
Check voltage and
current
Take breaks, work
ergonomically
Dispose of ewaste
properly
Fillet corners
Inspect cage and check
holes are clear
Do not contaminate
sample
Provide ample work
area
Do not use excessive
force

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Responsible Person
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MARE
MARE
MARE
MARE
MARE
MARE
MARE
MARE
MARE

Estimated Completion
Date
10/22
10/22
10/22
10/22
10/22
10/22
10/22
10/22
10/22

MARE

10/22

MARE

10/22

MARE
MARE

10/22
10/22

MARE

10/22

MARE

10/22

MARE

10/22

39
40
41
42

Remove pinch points
Do not puncture sample
bag
Move around the work
area carefully
Ensure cleaning agent
does not jeopardize
sample or device
materials
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Mike
MARE

10/22
10/22

MARE

10/22

MARE

10/22

Appendix M.2

FMEA
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Appendix M.3

Design Hazard Checklist

Appendix N
Y N
1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, shearing,
punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar action,
including pinch points and sheer points?
2. Will any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?
3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?
4. Will the system produce a projectile?
5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?
6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
7. Will the system have any sharp edges?
8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?
9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?
10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging
weights or pressurized fluids?
11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the
system?
12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture
during the use of the design?
13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the
design or the manufacturing of the design?
14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?
15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?
16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?
17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on
reverse.
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Appendix N.1

Risk Assessment
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143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162
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Appendix O

Acronym Definitions

A
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) .....................................................................................................................14
C
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) .................................................................................................................................45
computer aided design (CAD) ......................................................................................................................................22
Critical Design Review (CDR)........................................................................................................................................59
D
Design Verification Plan (DVP) .....................................................................................................................................57
E
Environmental DNA (eDNA)...........................................................................................................................................3
Environmental Sample Processor (ESP) .......................................................................................................................14
F
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) ..................................................................................................................45
Failure Modes Effects and Analysis (FMEA).................................................................................................................59
Final Design Review (FDR) ...........................................................................................................................................60
I
Impact Resistance (IK) .................................................................................................................................................21
indented Bill of Materials (iBOM) ................................................................................................................................36
Ingress Protection (IP) .................................................................................................................................................20
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) ...............................................................................................15
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) ........................................................................................................20
M
Marine Advanced Technical Education (MATE) ...........................................................................................................14
Marine Applied Research & Exploration (MARE) ..........................................................................................................3
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) ...................................................................................................9
N
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) ..............................................................................9
P
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) ................................................................................................................................59
Q
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) ...........................................................................................................................19
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